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Chapter 1Introdution

The goal of partile physis is a omplete desription of the fundamental natureof our Universe. The urrent theoretial model of fundamental partiles and theirinterations is known as the Standard Model. However the Standard Model is be-lieved to be far from omplete. Muh e�ort is therefore now direted at �nding newphysis and developing theories beyond the Standard Model.This thesis presents an experimental measurement of the branhing ratio Rb, aquantity predited by the Standard Model whih is de�ned as:Rb = � �e+e� ! bb�� (e+e� ! qq) (1.1)where b is the bottom or beauty quark, q refers to all quark avours and � is the ele-troweak prodution ross-setion. The measurements of Rb presented in this thesiswere made using data reorded by the ALEPH detetor at CERN. During the years1998 to 2000 ALEPH reorded approximately 20,000 eletron-positron annihilations1in the LEP partile aelerator at energies between 189 and 207 GeV. These eventsin onjuntion with bakgrounds estimated from simulated data (Monte Carlo) wereused to alulate values for Rb at the individual energy points of 188.6, 191.6, 195.5,199.5, 201.6, 204.9 and 206.5 GeV2. Additionally all the data were ombined in orderto alulate a statistially more aurate value for Rb.1This number exludes all radiative events where the interation energy was less than 90 % ofthe entre-of-mass energy.2For onveniene, throughout this thesis the individual LEP2 energies are normally referred toby their integer values.



1.1 Motivation 171.1 MotivationThe Standard Model framework allows aurate theoretial preditions for the valueof Rb, at a given energy, to be alulated. Comparing the theoretial values withexperimental measurements thus allows a oneptually simple method of hekingthe integrity of the Standard Model. Experimental measurements whih are signif-iantly di�erent from the theoretial predition would be evidene of new physis.Measurements of Rb may also be used to probe for new physis at muh higherenergies than those at whih the measurements are atually made. If the experi-mental values for Rb are found to agree with the theoretial preditions, this allowslimits to be plaed on the energy sales at whih new physis ould manifest itself.These energy sales are alulated within partiular models for new physis suh asompositeness or supersymmetry.Rb is therefore an important quantity for partile physiists to measure. It allowsboth a diret test for new physis and also an indiation of the energy sales at whihnew physis might beome apparent. It is for these reasons that Rb was measuredfor the BEW Group at CERN.1.2 What's newAs Rb is a powerful Standard Model test there have been many previous mea-surements at a variety of energies by various ollaborations. In partiular, preisemeasurements have been made at LEP13 where very high statistis are available (seefor example referenes [1℄ and [2℄). In this analysis, measurements of Rb have beenmade at new (higher) LEP2 energies with an improved experimental tehnique andanalysis tools.3LEP1 refers to the period from 1989 to 1995 during whih the LEP mahine was run at entre-of-mass energies around the value of the Z0 vetor boson mass (91.2 GeV), known as the Z0 peak.LEP2 refers to the period post 1995 at whih LEP was run at energies above the Z0 peak up to209 GeV in 2000.



18 IntrodutionPrior to the measurements presented in this thesis, the highest energy at whihRb had been measured by the ALEPH ollaboration was 183 GeV. In this thesisnew measurements for Rb beyond 183 GeV are presented. For eah energy point atwhih LEP ran during the three years 1998 to 2000, individual values for Rb weremeasured. The analysis method used to measure Rb has been improved. Due tothe low statistis available for eah LEP2 energy point, previous measurements ofRb have used an event tag to identify bb events. The event tag relies on estimatingthe bb seletion eÆieny �b from Monte Carlo, whilst a hemisphere tag allows thebb eÆieny to be measured from data4. Thus whilst the hemisphere tag is a muhmore reliable method, it su�ers from a poorer statistial resolution than the eventtag as two quantities (Rb and �b) are both extrated from the data. Prior to thisanalysis, the hemisphere tag method has only been used at LEP1, where very highstatistis are available.By ombining all the available statistis between 189 and 207 GeV the use ofthe hemisphere tag beomes feasible. The hemisphere tag was used to alibrate theevent tag results, therefore ahieving the higher statistial resolution of the eventtag with the reliability of the hemisphere tag. This is a onsiderable improvementover previous LEP2 measurements [3℄ whih have alibrated the event tag aordingto an observed Rb dependene on the event thrust angle at the Z0 peak.An improved ut for seleting signal (bb) events has been used in this analysis.Previous LEP2 measurements have used a seletion ut based on maximising thesignal statistial signi�ane aording to Monte Carlo. This analysis adopted a se-letion ut based on the minimisation of the total error on Rb as measured in data.This ensures the most aurate possible measurement with the available statistis.The evaluation of the statistial and systemati errors has also been improved.Previous ALEPH measurements have alulated the statistial errors aording to4For de�nitions of the event and hemisphere tags (known as \b-tags"), see Chapter 4 and inpartiular Setions 4.6.4 and 4.6.6.



1.3 Thesis overview 19Poisson statistis. In this analysis statistial errors are evaluated aording to Bi-nomial statistis. Additional soures of unertainty have been onsidered, inludingjet lustering and jet rate errors. The evaluation of other errors has been improved,for example the uds bakground. The resolution of the systemati errors has alsobeen improved by ombining all the data, thus providing the best possible measure-ment of the systemati unertainties. Finally, the latest ALEPH analysis softwarepakages and Monte Carlo data sets were used throughout, ensuring the most up todate detetor alibration are modelling were utilised.1.3 Thesis overviewThe ontents of this thesis may be summarised as follows:� Chapter 1 is the introdution. The analysis, its motivations and the author'sontribution are de�ned.� Chapter 2 provides a theoretial introdution to the Standard Model and showshow Rb may be used to put limits on new physis.� Chapter 3 details the experimental apparatus used in the analysis. The LEPmahine, ALEPH detetor, Monte Carlo and ALPHA software framework aredesribed.� Chapter 4 desribes the event seletion proedure, the event and hemispheretags, and the analysis methods used to extrat a value for Rb.� Chapter 5 desribes an analysis of the performane of the two b-tags and im-pat parameter smearing using Z0 peak alibration data. A uds bakgroundhek using semi-leptoni W+W� events is also desribed.� Chapter 6 presents the results for Rb at eah LEP2 energy between 189 and207 GeV evaluated with both the event and hemisphere tags.� Chapter 7 desribes the evaluation of eah systemati error onsidered in theanalysis for both the event and hemisphere tag measurements.



20 Introdution� Chapter 8 desribes the tehnique used to alibrate the event tag with thehemisphere tag, and how the statistial and systemati errors were evaluatedfor the alibrated results.� Chapter 9 summarises the thesis and o�ers some onlusions. Suggestions forfurther work and future prospets are also disussed.1.4 TestimonyThis thesis in its entirety was written by the author. The author was not respon-sible for the development of some of the software tools used in this analysis. TheALPHA analysis framework, b-tag probability alulation, and smearing parameterode were all developed by the ALEPH ollaboration for previous analyses. TheALEPH ollaboration is also responsible for the development and prodution of allMonte Carlo used in this analysis. Where possible, all results, algorithms and toolsfor whih the author is not responsible are referened.The author was responsible for all the experimental work, analysis and evaluationof results presented in this thesis. This inludes:� The modi�ation of the hemisphere tag method in order to aount for theadditional bakgrounds present at LEP2 energies ompared to the Z0 peak.� The evaluation of the event and hemisphere b-tag performane with Z0 peakalibration data.� The evaluation of impat parameter smearing and the generation of smearingparameters.� The ross-hek of uds bakground using semi-leptoni W+W� events.� Event seletion, estimation of bakgrounds from Monte Carlo and the eval-uation of Rb using both an event and hemisphere tag for eah energy pointbetween 189 and 207 GeV and for all data ombined.



1.4 Testimony 21� The evaluation of all systemati and statistial errors for eah measurementof Rb with both the event and hemisphere tags.� The error analysis and evaluation of the optimum seletion uts for both theevent and hemisphere tags.� The alibration of the event tag with the hemisphere tag and the �nal results.The author was responsible for writing the majority of the event seletion and anal-ysis ode in FORTRAN77 and PERL5. All physis plots, exept where referened, weregenerated by the author using PAW [4℄. He is indebted to his olleagues at ImperialCollege and at CERN without whom this analysis would not have been possible.
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Chapter 2Rb and the Standard Model

2.1 IntrodutionThe Standard Model is the basi theoretial framework desribing the fundamentalpartiles in nature and their interations. Many observables an be alulated fromthe theory and thus validated with experimental measurements. The motivationtherefore for partile physis experiments is to test the Standard Model, and sopossibly disover new physis.In this hapter the struture of the Standard Model, the uni�ation of the ele-tromagneti and weak fores, the Higgs mehanism and generation of fermion massesare desribed. Possible extensions to the Standard Model are then disussed. Thisis followed by a desription of the proesses involved in the prodution of hadrons ine+e� annihilations, and �nally how eletroweak measurements, inluding Rb, maybe used to put limits on the energy sales of possible new physis.2.2 Review of the Standard ModelThe goal of partile physis is a omplete desription of the fundamental onstituentsof matter and their interations. The urrent theoretial model of the fundamentalpartiles in nature is known as the Standard Model, the present form of whih wasompleted in 1973. In a nutshell, the Standard Model is essentially the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam (GWS) eletroweak model of leptons [5℄, extended via the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mehanism [6℄ to inlude quarks, and thus additionally



2.2 Review of the Standard Model 23inorporates olour and the strong interation [7℄. Gravity has no role in the Stan-dard Model as no quantum theory of gravity yet exists. However gravity is so muhweaker1 than the other fores at today's aelerator energies2 that its e�et is be-lieved to be negligible.To date, the Standard Model has passed every experimental test 3. However, it isbelieved that the Standard Model is far from omplete and probably only representsa low energy approximation of a single, uni�ed fundamental desription of nature.Many of the parameters in the Standard Model, suh as the fermion masses or the(relative) strengths of the fores, are not predited and the Standard Model thereforerelies on experimental measurements for their values. There is also no explanationfor why there are three generations of matter4. Although eletromagnetism andthe weak nulear fore have been suessfully uni�ed, no suh uni�ation has beenahieved with the strong fore whih is urrently \taked on" to eletroweak the-ory. Most tellingly, however, there is no quantum desription of gravity, whih mustsurely have a plae in the Standard Model of the future.Muh e�ort now is therefore direted at disovering new physis beyond theStandard Model. Although any new physis must manifest itself at higher energiesthan is urrently available in modern aelerators, the signature of suh physis maywell be detetable at muh lower energies. However, even if no suh signatures arefound, this allows limits to be plaed on the energy sales of possible new physis.Con�rmation of all Standard Model preditions is therefore of great importane,both with respet to validating the urrent theory and onstraining new physis athigher energies.1For example the eletromagneti fore is approximately 1036 times stronger than the gravita-tional fore at 1 GeV.2The Tevatron at Fermilab in the United States is urrently the world's most energeti ollider,with a entre of mass energy of �2 TeV.3Although as disussed in Setion 2.5.2, evidene for neutrino osillations indiate that neutrinosarry a small mass.4From analysis of the Z0 width at LEP the number of light neutrino generations has beenmeasured as 2.984 � 0.008 [8℄.



24 Rb and the Standard Model2.3 Fundamental partiles and foresThe Standard Model desribes the interations between matter partiles as being me-diated by fore arrying \messenger" partiles. All the matter partiles arry spin 12(fermions)5 with the fore mediating partiles all arrying spin 1 (bosons). Thefermions are divided into quarks and leptons of whih there are six of eah (exlud-ing their anti-matter partners) arranged as pairs (doublets) in three generations.The leptons arry integer eletri harge and the quarks arry frational ele-tri harge6. Eletri harge is responsible for the eletromagneti fore, whih ismediated by the photon. The photon is massless7 and eletrially neutral, and istherefore stable and does not self-interat. As suh the range of the eletromagnetifore is in�nite. The eletromagneti fore binds eletrons to nulei to form atoms,and atoms together in latties and moleules, and thus is responsible for the maro-sopi struture of matter.Quarks also arry a olour harge, analogous to the eletri harge, whih isresponsible for the strong nulear fore. This fore is mediated by the gluon whihis also massless. However the gluons arry olour themselves and therefore self-interat. Due to this self-interation the strength of the strong �eld inreases withthe distane between two quarks, a phenomenon known as asymptoti freedom.The strong fore is therefore very short range. It would also appear that a result ofthis asymptoti freedom is quark onfinement, meaning that oloured quarks anonly ever exist in the olour neutral ombinations of baryons and mesons8. Thestrong fore is thus responsible for the nulear struture of matter.There is no harge assoiated with the weak nulear fore9. However all matterpartiles interat via the weak fore, and it is this fore whih is responsible fornulear beta deay. The weak fore is mediated by the intermediate vetor bosons5Spin is the quantum of intrinsi angular momentum arried by a fundamental partile.6In units of the eletroni harge e.7The urrent limit on the photon mass is < 2 � 10�16 eV [8℄.8To date all searhes for free quarks have been negative [8℄.9Although partiles interating via the weak fore are desribed as arrying weak hyperharge.



2.4 The struture of the Standard Model 25of whih there are three: the W+, W� and Z0. These are very massive and, withthe exeption of the top quark, are the heaviest fundamental partiles urrentlyon�rmed to exist10. The weak fore is therefore very short range.Gravity is the fourth and �nal fundamental fore. All partiles with mass inter-at via the gravitational fore whih is extremely weak and in�nite in range. Thegraviton is the hypothetial exhange partile mediating the fore, although its ex-istene has yet to be on�rmed. Unlike eletromagnetism, gravity appears to atonly as an attrative fore. As suh this fore dominates at osmologial sales andis therefore responsible for the large sale struture of the Universe.2.4 The struture of the Standard ModelThe Standard Model is a gauge theory desribing the strong, weak and eletro-magneti interations of fundamental partiles. It is based on the onept of loalgauge invariane where, under a spae-time dependent phase transformation, theLagrangian density L for a �eld  remains invariant: !  eigT�(x) ; ÆL = 0 (2.1)where � is a spae-time dependent phase with x = (x; t), g is a onstant and T agroup generator. Eah fore transforms aording to a partiular group symmetry,with the generators of the group orresponding to the mediators of the fore. Thuseletromagnetism with just one mediator has group symmetry U(1), the weak forewith three mediators has group symmetry SU(2) and the strong fore with eightgluons has group symmetry SU(3)11.The eletromagneti and weak fores are uni�ed by invoking a weak hyperhargewith symmetry U(1) and a weak isospin with symmetry SU(2). The three isospin�elds W a� (a = 1; 2; 3) and one hyperharge �eld B� mix to produe the physial in-termediate bosons, for whih the appropriate masses are generated via Spontaneous10Although data taken at LEP2 up to energies of 209 GeV have shown a 3 � exess for theStandard Model Higgs boson with mass MH = 115 GeV [9℄.11The Speial Unitary group SU(N) has N2 - 1 generators, and the Unitary group U(N) has N2generators.



26 Rb and the Standard ModelFermion Generation Quantum Number1 2 3 q Y I3Leptons �ee !L  ��� !L  ��� !L 0�1 �1 +12�12eR �R �R �1 �2 0Quarks ud !L  s !L  tb !L +23�13 +13 +12�12uR R tR +23 +43 0dR sR bR �13 �23 0Table 2.1: Quantum numbers for Standard Model fermions, where q is the eletri harge, Y isthe weak hyperharge and I3 is the third omponent of isospin.Symmetry Breaking (SSB) and the Higgs mehanism. There is no eletroweak uni-�ation with the strong fore, so that the overall Standard Model gauge symmetryis given by: SU(3)C 
 SU(2)L 
 U(1)Y (2.2)where the C refers to the olour harge of the strong fore arried by quarks andgluons, L refers to the fat that the weak fore only binds to isospin doublets(isodoublets) of left-handed partiles and singlets of right-handed partiles12 andY is the weak hyperharge. The arrangement of the fundamental fermions and theirproperties is shown in Table 2.1. The fore-arrying mediators and their propertiesare shown in Table 2.2.2.4.1 Quantum EletrodynamisQuantum eletrodynamis (QED) is the quantum �eld theory of eletromagnetism,deriving from Maxwell's equations of eletrodynamis. It is one of the most su-12In other words there are no right handed neutrinos.



2.4 The struture of the Standard Model 27Boson Quantum Number Mass (GeV) Interationq Y I30BB� W+Z0W� 1CCA +10�1 +10�1 +120�12 80:42� 0:0691:187� 0:00280:42� 0:06 WeakWeakWeak 0 0 0 0 QEDg 0 0 0 0 QCDTable 2.2: Quantum numbers for Standard Model bosons, where q is the eletri harge, Y is theweak hyperharge and I3 is the third (z) omponent of isospin.essful theoretial models of all time, agreeing with all experimental tests to a veryhigh degree of auray13. However the QED Lagrangian an also be onstrutedfrom the requirement of loal U(1) gauge invariane, and as suh was the �rst gaugetheory to be developed in the Standard Model.The equation of motion for a free partile with mass m, spin 12 and wavefuntion is given by the Dira equation [11℄:(i��� �m) = 0 (2.3)where  is a funtion of spae-time x = (x; t). The orresponding Lagrangiandensity from the Euler-Lagrange equation isL =  (i��� �m) (2.4)where  is the omplex onjugate of  . Under a global U(1) gauge transformation !  eig� ;  !  e�ig� ; (2.5)where � is independent of spae-time, the exponentials anel so that ÆL = 0 and theLagrangian is therefore invariant. However under a loal U(1) gauge transformation,where the phase parameter � is a funtion of spae-time so that � = �(x), thenÆL = �  �g (���) (2.6)13Probably the best known on�rmation of QED is from experimental determinations of theLamb shift. For example see [10℄.



28 Rb and the Standard Modeland the Lagrangian is therefore no longer invariant. Gauge invariane may then bereovered by postulating a gauge �eld A�(x) with whih the fermion �eld interats.Adding to the Lagrangian an interation termLint =  �gA� ; (2.7)the total Lagrangian is now given byL =  [i� (�� � igA�)�m℄ ; (2.8)whih is invariant under a loal U(1) transformation if the gauge �eld A� transformsas A� ! A� + ��� : (2.9)Thus demanding loal U(1) gauge invariane has led to the introdution of a newgauge �eld A� with whih the fermion �eld  interats. However there must alsobe a term for the propagation of this new �eld in the Lagrangian. De�ning the �eldstrength tensor F�� = ��A� � ��A� ; (2.10)the term aF��F �� , where a is a onstant, is gauge invariant and quadrati in thederivative of the �eld A�, and thus a suitable kineti term. By omparison with theLagrangian from QED14 it an be seen that a should take the value �14 so that the�nal Lagrangian density is given byLQED = � 14F��F �� +  (i�D� �m) (2.11)where the ovariant derivative D� is de�ned asD� = �� � igA� : (2.12)The gauge �eld A� desribes the photon and the onstant g the oupling or inter-ation strength, whih in QED is given by the eletri harge e. The Lagrangiandoes not ontain a mass term for the �eld A� and the addition of any suh term isseen to break the gauge invariane. A massless photon an therefore be onsidered14This is the only plae that a diret omparison with QED is used, everything else being derivedfrom the requirement of loal gauge invariane.



2.4 The struture of the Standard Model 29a onsequene of preserving loal U(1) gauge invariane.As the gauge transformations disussed here ommute, the gauge is said to beabelian. The QED Lagrangian is thus a U(1) abelian gauge theory desribing themotion of fermions and their eletromagneti interations, mediated by the photonpropagator.2.4.2 Non-abelian gauge theoriesThe priniple of loal U(1) gauge invariane an be naturally extended to the groupSU(2) whih desribes isospin transformations of a doublet �eld  i: i ! �eig0�aT a�ji  j (2.13)where g0 is the isospin oupling onstant and T a (a = 1, 2, 3) are the three gener-ators of SU(2), de�ned as one half the Pauli spin matries. These isospin transfor-mations do not ommute and are thus known as non-abelian transformations. TheLagrangian density for a spin 12 isodoublet isL =  i (i��� �m) i (2.14)where the index i is summed over 1 and 2 for eah of the isodoublet omponents.As in the QED ase, the Lagrangian is invariant under global gauge transformationswhere � is not a funtion of spae-time. However, for a loal gauge transformation:�a = �a(x) ; ÆL = �  i (T a)ji �g0 (���a) j (2.15)and therefore the Lagrangian is not loally invariant. Loal gauge invariane an berestored by introduing interations with three gauge �elds Aa� (a = 1, 2, 3), one foreah generator of isospin, by de�ning the ovariant derivative asD� = ���I � igT aAa�� (2.16)where I is the unit matrix and the gauge �elds transform asAa� ! Aa� � �abAb�g0� + ���a : (2.17)



30 Rb and the Standard ModelA kineti term is then added to the Lagrangian for the propagation of the vetor�elds, whih is the generalised non-abelian form of the kineti Maxwell Lagrangianknown as the Y ang-Mills Lagrangian:LYM = � 14F a��F a�� ; F �� = � ig [D�;D�℄ ; (2.18)so that the SU(2) loally invariant Lagrangian is now given byL = �14F a��F a�� +  i (i�D� �mI)ji  j : (2.19)As in the QED ase, the addition of a mass term for the vetor �elds breaks the loalgauge invariane. However, experimental measurements have shown the intermedi-ate vetor bosons to be very massive. Therefore a way of breaking the symmetryand thus generating masses for the gauge bosons must be found that does not violateloal gauge invariane.2.4.3 Spontaneous symmetry breakingA general lassial Lagrangian for a omplex salar �eld � is given by [12℄:L = �������� V (�) ; � = 1p2 (�1 + i�2) (2.20)with the potential V (�) de�ned asV (�) = �2��� + � j���j2 : (2.21)This Lagrangian is invariant under global U(1) transformations and, provided �2 ispositive, has a minimum at � = 0. This lowest energy state is known as the vauum.However, if the sign of �2 is reversed so that the potential is now given byV (�) = � �2��� + � j���j2 (2.22)then there is no longer a minimum at � = 0 but a maximum. In fat the minimumnow ours at � = ei�r�22� ; 0 � � � 2� (2.23)



2.4 The struture of the Standard Model 31so that there is an in�nite number of possible vauum states15. Any hoie of vauumstate is valid and will not break the global gauge invariane. Thus, for onveniene,the \true" vauum is de�ned at � = 0 so that� = r�22� � vp2 : (2.24)Breaking the vauum symmetry whilst maintaining gauge invariane16 is known asspontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB). Small perturbations away from this hosenminimum an then be desribed by expanding the �eld:� = 1p2 (v + � + i�) (2.25)whih, substituting into Equation 2.22, yieldsV = �2�2 + �p� ��3 + ��2�+ 14 ��4 + �4 + 2�2�2�� �44� (2.26)where there appears a mass term �2�2 for the � �eld, but no mass term for the� �eld, whih is known as a Goldstone boson. Spontaneous symmetry breakingtherefore results in the introdution of one new massive and one new massless �eld.However, no massless spin 0 (salar) partiles have ever been observed in nature.2.4.4 The Higgs MehanismThe tehnique of spontaneous symmetry breaking an then be extended to reatemassive vetor bosons. In order to ensure loal U(1) gauge invariane the partialderivative transforms as �� ! D� = �� � igA� (2.27)whih, inluding the kineti term for the propagation of the gauge �eld A�, resultsin the following Lagrangian density for a Klein-Gordon �eld:L = � 14F��F �� + (D��)� (D��) � V (�) : (2.28)15The vauum is degenerate.16In other words a theory where the vauum has less symmetry than the Lagrangian.



32 Rb and the Standard ModelSubstituting Equation 2.25 into the kineti term for the � �eld then gives(D��)� (D��) = 12������ + 12������+ 12g2v2A�A� + gvA����� gA� (���� � ����) + 12g2A�A� ��2 + �2�+ ::: (2.29)where it an be seen that the gauge boson A� has gained a mass term MA� = gv.There is also a term gvA���� whih is hard to interpret. However, the originallymassless gauge boson has only two degrees of freedom, but a massive gauge bosonshould have three degrees of freedom. If the expansion about the vauum is rewritten� = 1p2 (v + �) ei �v ; (2.30)whih is valid for any v and small �, �, then the gauge boson an gain a third degreeof freedom by making the transformationA� ! A� + 1gv��� : (2.31)Substituting Equations 2.30 and 2.31 into the kineti and potential terms for the�eld � results in the following Lagrangian:L = �14F��F �� + 12������ + 12g2v2A�A�+ 12g2�2A�A� + g2v�A�A� + � �v2�2 + v�3�+ ::: (2.32)where it an be seen there is a mass term for the gauge �eld A�, a massive � �eldand no � �eld. Spontaneous symmetry breaking and the Higgs mehanism havetherefore generated mass for the gauge �eld, but at the expense of introduing theadditional � �eld with spin 0. This of ourse is the Higgs boson. The Goldstoneboson � has been absorbed or eaten by the now massive gauge �eld in gaining athird degree of freedom.



2.5 Eletroweak uni�ation 33The expansion about the minimum in Equation 2.30 and the gauge transforma-tion in Equation 2.31 is the equivalent of hoosing a gauge. Choosing � = 0, sothat � = 1p2 (v + �) ; (2.33)is known as the unitary gauge. Substituting this into Equation 2.28 results in theLagrangian of Equation 2.32. The unitary gauge is then used for the Higgs meha-nism in eletroweak theory.This example has demonstrated how mass may be generated for a gauge boson.This tehnique is therefore used not to generate a massive photon, whih is assumedmassless in the Standard Model, but to generate masses for the three gauge bosonsintrodued in maintaining loal SU(2) gauge invariane.2.5 Eletroweak uni�ationGlashow-Weinberg-Salam eletroweak theory uni�es the eletromagneti and weakfores by invoking a weak hyperharge with group symmetry U(1) and weak isospinwith group symmetry SU(2). The SU(2) 
 U(1) eletroweak ovariant derivative isde�ned as [13℄: D� = �� � igT aW a� � ig0Y2 B� (2.34)where T a (a = 1, 2, 3) and Y are respetively the three generators of SU(2) isospinand one generator of U(1) hyperharge. The three isospin gauge bosons and onehyperharge gauge boson are donated by W a� and B� whih transform asW a� ! W a� + 1g���a � �ab�bW �B� ! B� + 1g0��� (2.35)where g, g0 are the isospin and hyperharge oupling onstants respetively, �a (a= 1, 2, 3)are the three SU(2) phases and � is the U(1) phase.



34 Rb and the Standard Model2.5.1 The eletroweak Higgs mehanismThe masses of the gauge bosons are generated via spontaneous symmetry breakingand the Higgs mehanism as outlined in Setions 2.4.3 and 2.4.4. Starting with theKlein-Gordon Lagrangian for a omplex salar doublet [12℄:LHiggs = (D��)y (D��)� �2�y�� � ��y��2 ; (2.36)where � = � �+�0 � (2.37)and the vauum is hosen to be � = � 0vp2 � (2.38)with v having the de�nition given in Equation 2.24. Expanding about the physialvauum leads to � = 1p2 � �1 + i�1v + �2 + i�2 � (2.39)whih, when working in the unitary gauge, redues to� = 1p2 � 0v +H � (2.40)where H is the Higgs �eld. Inserting this into the Higgs Lagrangian of Equation 2.36results in the following terms:LHiggs = 12��H��H � �2H2+ 18g2v2W 1�W �1 + 18g2v2W 2�W �2+ 18v2 �gW 3� � g0B�� �gW �3 � g0B��+ ::: (2.41)where it an be seen that there is a Higgs �eld with mass p2� and g2v2 mass termsfor the W 1� and W 2� �elds. The physial gauge �elds are obtained by rotating theisospin gauge �elds W�� = 1p2 �W 1� � iW 2�� (2.42)resulting in a mass MW� = gv=2. De�ning the Weinberg angle, �W , byg0g = tan �W ; (2.43)



2.5 Eletroweak uni�ation 35so that os �W = g(g2 + g02) 12 ; sin �W = g0(g2 + g02) 12 ; (2.44)leads to the following de�nitions for the physial �eldsZ� = os �WW 3� � sin ��B�A� = sin �WW 3� + os ��B� : (2.45)The masses are given byMZ� = 12v �g2 + g02� 12 ; MA� = 0 ; (2.46)so that the masses of the W�� and Z� are therefore related byMW��MZ� = os �W : (2.47)The Higgs Lagrangian therefore results in terms for the gauge and Higgs bosonouplings and their masses. The Lagrangian for the propagation of the gauge �eldsis LGauge = �14W ��W �� � 14B��B�� ; (2.48)whih is added to the Higgs Lagrangian. Thus the gauge and Higgs setor of theeletroweak Lagrangian is given byLEW = LHiggs + LGauge (2.49)in whih the kineti term for the W� �elds ontains gauge boson self-interationterms resulting from the non-abelian nature of SU(2) transformations.2.5.2 Fermion dynamis and massesIn the Standard Model parity is maximally violated in the weak setor [12℄. Weakisospin does not ouple to right-handed partiles so that left-handed partiles trans-form as doublets and right-handed partiles transform as singlets. The grouping ofthe left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets is shown in Table 2.1. Left andright-handed fermion �elds thus transform as: L ! exp (igT a�a + ig0Y �) L R ! exp (ig0Y �) R (2.50)



36 Rb and the Standard Modelwhere �a and � are the spae-time dependent isospin and hyperharge phase angles.A fermion �eld  an be expressed as a sum of its left and right-handed omponents: =  L +  R (2.51)so that the Dira Lagrangian for a massless fermion, i��� ; (2.52)when split into its left and right-handed omponents beomes Li��� L +  Ri��� R (2.53)whih, due to the separation of the left and right-handed omponents, is gaugeinvariant under the transformations of Equation 2.50 when the partial derivativesare replaed with the ovariant derivatives. The Lagrangian for the propagation ofmassless fermions is thereforeLf =  Li�D� L +  Ri�D� R (2.54)where D� L = ��� � igT aW a� � ig0Y2 B�� LD� R = ��� � ig0Y2 B�� R (2.55)whih is summed over all quarks and leptons. The total eletroweak Lagrangian istherefore given by LEW = LHiggs + LGauge + Lf ; (2.56)whih does not yet inlude any mass terms for the fermions. However, a mass termm  split into its left and right-handed omponents beomesm  = m � L R +  R L� ; (2.57)whih is not gauge invariant under the transformations of Equation 2.50 due to theleft-right mixing. Thus the Dira Lagrangian is only gauge invariant for masslessfermions. The Higgs mehanism is therefore extended to give masses to the fermions



2.5 Eletroweak uni�ation 37in a gauge invariant manner.The masses of the fermions are generated by Y ukawa ouplings [12℄ to the Higgs�eld and take the form gf � L� R +  R�y L� (2.58)where gf is the Yukawa onstant for the oupling of the fermion �eld  to the Higgs�eld �. Breaking the vauum symmetry, Equation 2.58 is evaluated asge �(�e; e)L� 0v=p2 � eR + eR �0; v=pv�� �ee �L� = gevp2ee (2.59)for the �rst generation lepton doublet and is representative of the eletron massif ge = mep2=v. The masses of the fermions are therefore proportional to theirYukawa ouplings to the Higgs �eld. No terms for neutrino masses appear whih isnot a problem if neutrinos are really massless. However, reent experimental evi-dene for neutrino mixing suggests that neutrinos do in fat have a small mass [14℄.Additionally in the quark setor both members of the doublet are massive so thatEquation 2.58 will not generate the appropriate mass terms for both doublet mem-bers. Thus this fermion mass generation tehnique must at least be modi�ed for thequark setor, if not for the lepton setor as well. It an be shown that the onjugateof the Higgs doublet � = � �0��� � ! � v=p20 � (2.60)is a valid isodoublet whih, when substituted into Equation 2.58, produesg�e �(�e; e)L� v=p20 � �eR + �eR �v=pv; 0�� �ee �L� = g�evp2 �e�e (2.61)for the �rst generation doublet where a neutrino mass term has now been produed.Equation 2.58 an then be used to generate as many lepton and neutrino mass termsas required. Exatly the same priniple is then applied to the quark setor, withterms being added by hand for eah doublet generation.A generalisation of the above mass prodution an then be used to parameterisegeneration mixing in harged urrent interations. The W� boson does not have to



38 Rb and the Standard Modelouple to quarks within the same generation and as suh the weak fore is said toouple to weak eigenstates and not mass eigenstates. The weak and mass eigenstatesare related by the Cabibbo Kobayashi Maskawa (CKM) [15℄ mixing matrix V CKMas follows 0� d0s0b0 1A = V CKM0� dsb 1A (2.62)where d0, s0, b0 are the weak eigenstates, d, s, b are the mass eigenstates and V CKM isa 3 � 3 unitary matrix in whih eah element donates the relative Yukawa ouplings.There is no mixing (at least at tree level) for neutral urrent proesses mediated bythe Z0, whih is desribed by the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) Mehanism.The �nal eletroweak Lagrangian is thus given by:LEW = LHiggs + LGauge + Lf (2.63)where Lf now ontains terms for both fermion dynamis and the fermion masses.2.6 Quantum ChromodynamisIn addition to the eletroweak fore the Standard Model also desribes the strongfore. The gauge theory of the strong fore is known as Quantum Chromodynamis(QCD), so alled beause it desribes the interations of oloured fermions. Thereare three olour harges17 (plus their anti-olour ounterparts) so that QCD de-sribes the strong fore in terms of olour triplets with an SU(3) group symmetry.The onstrution of the Lagrangian is a analogous to the U(1) and SU(2) ases, ex-ept that now 8 gauge �elds are required to maintain loal gauge invariane. Theseeight gauge �elds are alled gluons and, due to the non-abelian nature of SU(3),themselves arry olour and therefore self-interat. The QCD Lagrangian is givenby [12℄: LQCD = � 14 A=8XA=1FA��FA�� + j=nfXj=1 qj (i�D� �mj) qj (2.64)where qj are the quark �elds, nf is the number of quark avours and D� is the SU(3)ovariant derivative. Gluons are massless so no symmetry breaking is required. The17Red, green and blue, with olour singlets being white.



2.7 Standard Model Summary 39total Standard Model Lagrangian is therefore given byLSM = LQCD + LEW (2.65)where LEW is de�ned in Equation 2.63.2.7 Standard Model SummaryThe Standard Model Lagrangian ontains terms for the masses, propagation and in-terations via the eletromagneti, weak and strong fores for all the fermions, vetorgauge bosons and the salar Higgs boson. However, as disussed in Setion 2.2, it isbelieved the Standard Model is far from being the omplete piture. The StandardModel ertainly has a preditive power18, yet urrently requires 18 parameters to beinput by hand. These are as follows:� The oupling strengths g0, g and �s of the eletromagneti, weak and stronginterations.� The mass of the Higgs boson, MH , and the vauum expetation value, v.� The Yukawa ouplings for the nine massive fermions.� The four parameters from whih the elements of the CKM matrix are om-posed.This large number of free parameters is therefore a strong indiation that the Stan-dard Model in its urrent form is not the �nal theory. Muh e�ort now is thereforedireted at developing theories whih an onstrain the number of free parametersin the Standard Model.2.8 Physis beyond the Standard modelThe belief that there is physis beyond the Standard Model has many justi�ations.As disussed in Setion 2.7, there are a number of parameters not predited bythe theory whih need to be input by hand: it is generally believed that so alled18For example the relative masses of the Z0 and W� gauge bosons.



40 Rb and the Standard ModelTheories of Everything (TOEs) should not ontain any arbitrary parameters. Ad-ditionally the Standard Model is believed to be inomplete for the following mainreasons:� No uni�ation between the strong and eletroweak fores.� No quantum theory of gravity� No explanation for the three generations of matter.� Although the Higgs mehanism works, it does so at the expense of introdu-ing an arbitrary extra salar boson. This may be orret, but there is noexplanation as to why it should be.Apart from the apparent lak of ompleteness in the Standard Model, there are alsoother unanswered questions suh as:� What is the onnetion between quarks and leptons ?� Are the fermions and/or gauge bosons fundamental partiles or are they om-posites ?� Is there likely to be any new physis between the urrently probed saleof �100 GeV and the Plank sale of � 1019 GeV at whih all the fores,inluding gravity, are uni�ed ?In an attempt to address some of these problems four main approahes to physisbeyond the Standard Model are being developed. These are extended gauge theories,supersymmetry, tehniolour and omposite models.2.8.1 Extended gauge theoriesCurrently there is no uni�ation between the eletroweak and strong fores as theoupling onstants of these interations appear to be independent. Extended gaugetheories attempt to unify the fores by proposing a single gauge group so that all thefores are desribed by a single oupling onstant [11℄. In suh a theory the StandardModel gauge group SU(3)
SU(2)
U(1) is thus a subgroup of the unifying gaugegroup. However, a onsequene of a single unifying gauge group is the addition ofnew vetor bosons. The group SU(5) for example requires 24 vetor bosons, twieas many as are urrently observed to exist.



2.8 Physis beyond the Standard model 412.8.2 SupersymmetrySupersymmetry [16℄ is an attempt to solve the hierarhy or naturalness problemin the Higgs setor. The fundamental mass sale in physis appears to the Plankmass, MPlank � 1019 GeV, where the strengths of all the fores are uni�ed. TheHiggs mass is expeted to be of the order of the eletroweak uni�ation energywhih is � 100 GeV. However, radiative orretions to the Higgs mass at the Planksale are approximately 30 orders of magnitude greater than the Higgs mass at theeletroweak sale. Supersymmetry desribes a new symmetry where all fermionshave a bosoni partner and all bosons have a fermioni partner, thus introduing anew set of super-partiles or spartiles. The radiative orretions to the Higgs massat the Plank sale from partiles are anelled by the equal and opposite orretionsfrom the spartiles. So although supersymmetry provides a solution to the hierarhyproblem and naturally results in a light Higgs, it neessitates the introdution of awhole new set of partiles.2.8.3 TehniolourTehniolour [17℄ is a non-abelian gauge theory desribing the interations of mass-less tehnifermions whih proposes an alternative to the Higgs boson mediatedeletroweak symmetry breaking. Goldstone-like tehnipions omprised of on�nedtehnifermions are \eaten" in spontaneous symmetry breaking to give masses to thegauge bosons. The main phenomenologial impliation of tehniolour is that theweak and strong fores are uni�ed at approximately 500 GeV. Although the the-ory desribes symmetry breaking and an unify the weak and strong fores thereare several problems. Additional extended tehniolour interations have to be in-trodued to give masses to the fermions and, to date, experimental evidene is indisagreement with tehniolour preditions.2.8.4 Composite modelsComposite models are theories where apparently fundamental partiles are om-posed of smaller onstituents. Composite theories an essentially be divided intotwo lasses: those where the massive gauge bosons are omposite, and those where



42 Rb and the Standard Modelthe fermions are omposite. This seond lass explains the seond and third gener-ations of matter as being exited states of the �rst generation.2.9 The e+e� ! qq proess.The analysis presented in this thesis is a measurement of the branhing ratio Rb,whih is de�ned as the ratio of the bb and qq prodution ross-setions. The motiva-tion for this measurement is to test the integrity of the Standard Model and enablelimits to be plaed on possible new physis. The bb and qq ross-setions must there-fore be alulated from the Standard Model in order to ompare the theory with theexperimental results. Cross-setion alulations are also used in the generation ofsimulated data (Monte Carlo), whih is used to estimate bakground ontributionsto the measured signal.At LEP2 the prodution of quark pairs in e+e� annihilations is mediated by theexhange of either a photon or a Z0 boson. Zeroth order or tree level19 Feynmandiagrams for both proesses are shown in Figure 2.1. Eah must be inluded in thealulation of the qq or bb ross-setions.
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2.9 The e+e� ! qq proess. 432.9.1 The Born level di�erential ross-setionThe generi expression for a sattering proess 1 + 2! 3 + 4 is given by [18℄:d� = (2�) Æ4 (pi � pf ) jMfij24 �(p1 � p2)2 � (m1m2)2�12 j=4Yj=3 d3pj(2�)3 2Ej (2.66)where pi and pf are the total four momenta of the initial eletrons and �nal quarksrespetively, m1 and m2 are the masses of the inoming eletrons and Ej, pj are theenergy and momentum of eah �nal state quark. The matrix elementMfi desribesthe amplitude for the transition from initial to �nal state whih is given byMfi = M +MNC (2.67)where M is the amplitude for the photon mediated transition and MNC is theamplitude for the neutral urrent (Z0) transition. These matrix elements an thenbe determined from the Feynman rules (for example see [19℄).The Born level di�erential ross-setion allows the total ross-setion for a par-tiular proess at tree level to be alulated. However for real world preditions,the higher order orretions must also be inluded in the alulation. These areinluded in the Improved Born Approximation (IBA). Higher order orretions aredesribed in the following setion.2.9.2 Higher order orretionsThe diagrams disussed in the previous setion represent only the tree level or Bornlevel ontributions to the e+e� ! qq proess. In reality there are additional higherorder orretions whih also ontribute. These may be divided into eletroweakorretions and radiative orretions.Eletroweak orretionsEletroweak orretions may be further divided into propagator or vauum polarisationorretions, vertex orretions and box orretions.



44 Rb and the Standard Model� Vauum polarisation orretionsThese orretions refer to loops of virtual20 partiles in the propagator. Thesize of the orretion depends on the mass of the partiles in the loop. Fig-ure 2.2 a) shows examples of �rst order propagator orretions. All vauumpolarisation orretions are independent of experimental uts.� Vertex orretionsThese orretions refer to additional ontributions to the verties. They areindependent of experimental uts, but not independent of the avour of theinitial or �nal state fermions. Examples of �rst order vertex orretions areshown in Figure 2.2 b).� Box orretionsThese orretions refer to ontributions in whih more than one Z0 or W� isexhanged. Before the Z0Z0 or W�W� prodution thresholds their ontribu-tion is negligible. However at LEP2 energies their signi�ane inreases up toapproximately 2-3%. These orretions are also independent of experimentaluts. Examples of box orretions are shown in Figure 2.2 ).The examples shown in Figure 2.2 only show �rst order orretions. However theseorretions ontribute ad infinitum, with eah additional vertex ontributing afator of the oupling onstant � less. As � is fairly small, aurate alulations anbe ahieved by onsidering just �rst and seond order orretions.Radiative orretionsRadiative orretions are QED orretions orresponding to the emission of realphotons from the inoming and outgoing fermions. Also inluded in this lass oforretions are vertex and box orretions orresponding to the exhange of virtualphotons. Examples of �rst order radiative orretions are shown in Figure 2.3.Inluding �rst and seond order eletroweak and radiative orretions allowsaurate preditions for e+e� ! qq ross-setions to be alulated. These preditions20A virtual partile is de�ned as being o� the mass shell, in other words does not arry the samemass as a free or \real" partile.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of vauum polarisation, vertex and box weak orretions to the proesse+e� ! qq at LEP2.



46 Rb and the Standard Modelan be ompared to the experimentally determined values, whih may then be usedto plae limits on new physis.
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Figure 2.3: Examples of radiative orretions to the proess e+e� ! qq at LEP2.
2.10 The Eletroweak �tSearhes for new physis may essentially be divided into two lasses. Diret searheslook for the atual partiles hypothesised by the various extensions to the StandardModel. However, in order for these searhes to be suessful there must be enoughenergy with whih to produe the new partiles. Indiret searhes look for inon-sistenies between the Standard Model preditions and their experimental measure-ments.The Standard Model may be used to predit values for a variety of experimen-tal observables. However, the theoretial preditions are subjet to error beauseof the 18 input parameters listed in Setion 2.7, values for whih must be takenfrom experimental measurement. Nevertheless aurate tree level preditions may



2.10 The Eletroweak �t 47be alulated solely in terms of the three most preisely known parameters: theeletromagneti oupling onstant, the weak oupling onstant and the mass of theZ0 boson.Beyond tree level it is neessary to aount for the masses of the Higgs bosonand the fermions in order to inlude their ontribution to higher order orretions.Due to the relatively weak fore of the eletroweak interation, aurate higher orderorretions may be alulated using perturbation theory. The majority of measure-ments at LEP have been preise enough to neessitate the inlusion of higher orderorretions in the theoretial preditions. By making �ts to experimental results,onstraints an be plaed on parameters in the theory suh as the Higgs or top quarkmasses. In addition, the mutual onsisteny of observed results gives an indiationof the validity of the preditions.Any new physis would show up as a disrepany between the experimental resultand theoretial predition. An experimental result whih an not be aommodatedby the eletroweak �t might therefore be evidene of new physis. Suh a disrep-any ould be the result of a partile, too massive to be produed diretly at LEP,being exhanged in additional higher order or tree-level proesses. It is thereforepossible to probe for new physis at energy sales muh higher than the energy ofLEP interations.The observables typially measured at LEP inlude the total and partial widthsof the Z0 gauge boson, the polarisation of the Z0 deay produts, left-right21 fermionasymmetries, forward-bakward22 fermion asymmetries and fermion prodution ross-setions. In this thesis, a measurement of the ross-setion ratio Rb is presented,whih may also be inluded in the eletroweak �t and thus used to probe for physisbeyond the Standard Model.21The left-right asymmetry is de�ned as the di�erene in the ross-setion of initial left andright-handed eletrons.22The forward-bakward asymmetry is de�ned as the di�erene in the angular distributions ofoutgoing fermions and anti-fermions.



48 Rb and the Standard Model2.11 Rb and limits on new physisThe branhing ratio Rb is a ross-setion ratio. Many of the higher order orretions(suh as propagator orretions) are independent of the �nal state quark avourand thus anel out. However vertex orretions are avour dependent. Due to itslarge mass, a heavy exhange partile involved in a higher order proess will prefer-entially ouple to the b quark, rather than the lighter quarks. By proposing heavypartiles within a partiular framework for new physis, suh as those disussed inSetion 2.8, new preditions for Rb may be alulated.A signi�ant disagreement between the Standard Model predition and the mea-sured value of Rb would be indiative of new physis. Hypothesising new exhangepartiles ontributing to additional higher order orretions or tree-level proessesan therefore provide an indiation of the validity of partiular new physis. Howeverif the experimental result agrees with the Standard Model predition then on�denelimits may still be plaed on the energy sale at whih new physis might be realised.The new physis that Rb has, to date, been used to plae limits on are four-fermion ontat interations and supersymmetry. Contat interations are expetedto our if fermions are omposite and are mediated by some heavy partile beingexhanged between the inoming and outgoing fermion pairs. Supersymmetry sup-poses a set of spartiles whih ould ontribute to higher order orretions. Limits onphysis beyond the Standard Model are usually parameterised by an energy sale �,whih an be interpreted as the mass of a new partile, and a oupling strength g forthe strength of the interation. By varying the energy sale and oupling strengthin the theory, a lower limit on the mass of a new partile an be obtained from a �2�t of data to theory.2.12 SummaryThis Chapter has presented an outline of the Standard Model theory and its possibleextensions. By making measurements of observables predited by the StandardModel, limits on the energy sale of new physis may be derived. In this thesis a



2.12 Summary 49measurement of Rb is presented, whih may therefore be used to further onstrainthe limits on new physis obtained from previous Rb measurements [20℄.



50
Chapter 3Experimental Apparatus

3.1 IntrodutionThe ALEPH detetor [21℄ was one of four general purpose partile detetors for theLarge Eletron Positron (LEP) ollider [22℄ at the European Organisation for Par-tile Physis (CERN). Until the deommissioning of LEP in 2000 to make way forthe onstrution of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [23℄, it was the world's largestpartile aelerator. The main purpose of LEP was to study the eletroweak setorof the Standard Model and the W and Z massive vetor bosons.This hapter presents an overview of the LEP aelerator system and the ALEPHdetetor. The online Data Aquisition (DAQ), event reonstrution, event simula-tion and o�ine omputing environment for analysis are also disussed.3.2 The LEP olliderThe LEP mahine was an e+e� storage ring, situated in a 26.67 km irumferenetunnel at a depth of 70 to 150 m below the surfae. The beam pipe was on-struted from eight straight setions, linked together by eight urved setions, toform a nearly irular loop straddling the Swiss-Frenh border near Geneva. Dueto geologial reasons, the plane of the ring was at a slight tilt of 1.42 %. The largesale of LEP was neessary due to the e�et of synhrotron radiation. A relativistiharged partile with energy E and mass m moving along an ar of radius R will



3.2 The LEP ollider 51radiate energy proportional to E4/m4R. A large radius was therefore neessary tohelp ompensate for the small eletron mass. For a 100 GeV eletron at LEP syn-hrotron radiation resulted in an energy loss of �3 GeV per orbit, whih is �1013times the energy loss for a proton of the same energy.Eletron and positron bunhes were aelerated in opposite diretions aroundthe beam pipe at a rate of �11 KHz, under a vauum pressure of �10�9 Torr. Thebunhes rossed every 22 �s at eight interation points (IPs), situated in the middleof the straight setions to redue bakground from synhrotron radiation. At fourof these interation points were situated the LEP detetors ALEPH, OPAL [24℄,DELPHI [25℄ and L3 [26℄. The bunhes were aelerated along the straight se-tions by means of radio frequeny superonduting avities at potentials of up to2,300 MV, and guided around the urved setions by a total of 3,400 dipole bendingmagnets. A further 1,900 quadrupole, sextupole and orretor magnets ensured thebeam was ontained within the beam pipe, whih was elliptial in ross-setion andonstruted from aluminium to prevent �eld distortions. The pipe narrowed at theinteration points where the beam was foused by superonduting quadrupoles toensure a high luminosity (interation rate). Figure 3.1 shows a shemati view ofthe LEP system.LEP itself was the �nal stage of a series of partile prodution and aeleratingmahinery. Eletrons were initially produed by a pulsed eletron gun and aeler-ated to an energy of 200 MeV by a linear aelerator (LINAC). Positrons were thenprodued by olliding some of these eletrons with a �xed tungsten target, afterwhih the LINAC aelerated both the eletrons and positrons to 600 MeV. Thepartiles were then injeted into the Eletron Positron Aumulator (EPA) wherethey were separated into bunhes. The bunhes remained in the EPA until suÆientquantities were present for normal luminosity, after whih they were injeted intothe Proton Synhrotron (PS) and then into the Super Proton Synhrotron (SPS)at whih energies of 20 GeV were ahieved. Finally the partiles were injeted intothe main LEP ring where they were aelerated to normal physis energies. Thebunhes then remained stored in the ring, with a typial beam lifetime of up to
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Figure 3.1: An overview of the LEP aelerator.several hours. A shemati of the LEP injetion system is shown in Figure 3.2.During the LEP1 period from 1989 to 1995, the ollider was run at entre ofmass energies around 91.2 GeV, orresponding to the Z boson prodution peak.Over four million Z deays were reorded by ALEPH, whih allowed rigorous exam-ination of the Standard Model. The LEP2 period from 1996 saw the ollider run atenergies beyond the Z peak up to a entre of mass energy of 209 GeV in 2000, thelast year of operation. Muh of the LEP2 phase was onerned with W -pair pro-dution physis and the searh for the Standard Model Higgs Boson. Typial LEP2luminosities were �1032 m�2s�1, resulting in a total integrated luminosity L for allLEP2 data taken by ALEPH of 719.8 pb�1. For detetor and physis alibrationpurposes, approximately one week of data was also taken eah year at the Z peakprior to running at normal LEP2 energies. The data used in this analysis is shownin Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: The LEP injetion system.



54 Experimental ApparatusYear Mean Data Data Data usedEnergy delivered reorded in thisby LEP by ALEPH analysis(GeV) (pb�1 ) (pb�1) (pb�1)2000 206.5 142.3 136.7 133.7204.9 84.2 81.7 81.691.2 4.5 4.2 3.81999 201.6 44.0 42.1 41.9199.5 91.1 87.8 86.3195.5 88.1 82.6 79.9191.6 30.7 29.0 28.991.2 4.2 3.9 3.51998 188.6 192.7 177.2 174.291.2 3.3 3.1 3.0Table 3.1: ALEPH integrated luminosities by energy.3.3 The ALEPH detetorThe ALEPH (Apparatus for LEP Physis) detetor was situated at Point 4 on theLEP ring near the village of Ehenevex in Frane. The Point 4 avern was 143 mbelow ground and ontained the whole ALEPH detetor, entred around the inter-ation point. ALEPH had a length of �12 m, a similar diameter, an overall mass ofapproximately 4,000 tonnes and 700,000 readout hannels.ALEPH was designed to be a general purpose detetor, apable of studying allareas of physis aessible with LEP energies without restriting searhes for newphysis. It therefore overed as muh of 4� solid angle as possible and onsisted ofa series of speialised subdetetors arranged in an onion-like struture, as shown inFigure 3.3.The inner 3 subdetetors were the harged partile traking omponents on-sisting of a Silion Vertex Detetor (VDET), the Inner Traking Chamber (ITC),and the Time Projetion Chamber (TPC). These were enased in a 1.5 Tesla super-onduting solenoid magnet to allow momentum measurements of harged partilesbased on the urvature of their trajetories. Energy measurements were providedby a highly granular Eletromagneti Calorimeter (ECAL) and an iron Hadroni
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Figure 3.3: The ALEPH detetor.Calorimeter (HCAL), whih doubled as a return yolk for the magnet. Finally, theouter layer was onerned with muon detetion. With the exeption of neutrinos,muons were usually the only partiles to penetrate this far through the detetor.Neutrinos being very weakly interating would normally ompletely esape the wholedetetor.Luminosity measurements were provided by an additional 3 subdetetors (SICAL,LCAL and BCAL) loated lose to the beam pipe. A omplete desription of theALEPH detetor may be found in [21, 27℄ and its performane is detailed in [28℄.3.3.1 The ALEPH oordinate systemThe ALEPH z-axis points along the e� beam diretion and due to the slight tiltof LEP makes an angle of 3.59 mrad with respet to the horizontal. The x-axis ishorizontal and points towards the entre of LEP. The y-axis is orthogonal to thez-x plane and therefore points upwards at an angle of 3.59 mrad with respet to the



56 Experimental Apparatusvertial. The oordinate system is illustrated in Figure 3.4. When disussing trakor jet diretions within ALEPH ylindrial oordinates are mainly used, whih arede�ned as follows: x = r os �y = r sin�z = z (3.1)

Figure 3.4: The ALEPH oordinate system.
3.3.2 The Silion Vertex DetetorThe VDET [29℄ was a silion mirostrip devie designed to allow the high resolutionreonstrution of partile trajetories lose to the interation point. It thereforeplayed a ruial role in the identi�ation of b and  quark hadrons whih, due totheir long lifetimes, may be tagged by the displaed seondary verties of their de-ay produts. The VDET was upgraded for LEP2 to inrease angular overage andto improve radiation tolerane. This was primarily to aid the searh for the HiggsBoson, whih is predited to predominantly deay to b quarks if produed at LEP2.



3.3 The ALEPH detetor 57The VDET extended radially from 6 to 11 m, onstrained by the beam pipeand the ITC. It onsisted of two oaxial layers of double sided silion wafers, withmirostrips parallel and perpendiular to the beam diretion for traking in boththe r-� and z diretions respetively. An angular overage of 95 % was ahievedfor traks required to have one VDET hit, and spatial resolutions of 10 to 16 �mwere ahieved for traks with normal inidene to the detetor. An illustration ofthe VDET is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: a) Full view of VDET and b) End view showing position of the faes.3.3.3 The Inner Traking ChamberSurrounding the VDET was the ITC [30℄, a ylindrial drift hamber 2 m longextending radially out to 29 m. It onsisted of eight onentri layers of drift ells,960 in total, providing up to eight hit oordinates per trak. The hexagonal driftells were de�ned by six �eld wires held at ground potential, through the middle ofwhih was strung an anode sense wire (Figure 3.6). A resolution in the r-� diretionof 100 to 150 �m was ahieved for eah drift ell by measuring the time taken forionising eletrons produed by the harged trak to drift to the sense wires. Az oordinate was also provided by measuring the time di�erene in the arrival ofsignals at eah end of the sense wires. However the z resolution was low, of theorder of a few entimeters, so the ITC z oordinate was therefore not used in trak
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Figure 3.6: The ITC drift ell struture.The ITC also supplied the only traking information used in the �rst level trigger.As the ITC readout time was fast, 2 dimensional r-� traking information wasavailable to the trigger system within 1 �s of a bunh rossing, and 3 dimensionalinformation available within 2 �s.3.3.4 The Time Projetion ChamberThe TPC [31℄ was the main traking hamber providing up to 21 three-dimensionalhit oordinates per trak. It was ylindrial, extending out to 1.8 m radially andonsisted of a entral high-voltage membrane perpendiular to the beam diretionwith grounded end-plates. A shemati of the TPC is shown in Figure 3.7.Ionisation eletrons produed by the passage of a harged trak through the de-tetor drifted towards the end plates where their positions and arrival times weredeteted by 18 multi-wire hambers. Eah hamber onsisted of athode pads onwhih a signal was indued by anode sense wires. The pads were arranged in 21onentri irles and eah measured 6.2 x 30 mm in the � and r diretions respe-tively. The z oordinate was obtained from the measured drift time in onjuntionwith the known drift veloity. The resulting spatial resolutions were 180 �m in the
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Figure 3.7: The Time Projetion Chamber.r-� diretion and 1 mm in the z diretion.Due to the presene of the 1.5 Tesla magneti �eld, harged partiles followed ahelial trajetory through the TPC. This path projeted on to the end-plates formedan ar from whih the trak transverse momentum ould be derived. Using TPCinformation only, the resulting total momentum resolution measured for 45 GeVmuons was �pp = 1:2� 10�3 (GeV=)�1 (3.2)The magnitude of the sense wire signals was proportional to the energy lost byionisation. This energy loss dE=dx is dependent on the veloity, whih in onjuntionwith the momentum measurement allowed the partile mass to be derived. TheTPC therefore also ated as a partile identi�ation system. Figure 3.8 shows themeasured dE=dx for 40,000 traks in hadroni Z0 deays and the resulting separationbetween di�erent partile types
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Figure 3.8: The measured dE=dx for 40,000 traks in hadroni Z0 deays (left) and the resultingpartile identi�ation separations (right). Taken from Referene [28℄.3.3.5 The Eletromagneti CalorimeterThe purpose of the ECAL was to measure energy deposits from both harged andneutral partiles. The 4.8 m long barrel and end-aps onsisted of 45 layers ofinterleaved lead sheets and wire hambers, orresponding to 22 radiation lengthsX0. A lead-wire layer is illustrated in Figure 3.9.Partiles penetrating a lead layer produed a shower of eletron-positron pairs,ausing the anode wires to indue a signal in the athode pads. The athode padswere read out in groups, alled towers, shaped so that they projeted bak to thenominal interation point. Eah of the 74,000 towers had an angular size of 0.9Æ x0.9Æ providing a high spatial separation between showers for partile identi�ation.Additionally the towers were segmented into three storeys or staks, orrespondingto 4X0, 9X0 and 9X0. This allowed the shower pro�les to be studied, further aidingpartile identi�ation. The energy resolution of ECAL was measured as�EE = 0:18pE + 0:009 (3.3)with an angular resolution of��;� = 2:5pE + 0:25 mrad (3.4)where E is in GeV.
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Figure 3.9: Detail of an ECAL layer.3.3.6 The Hadron Calorimeter and Muon ChambersThe HCAL measured the energy deposited by hadrons and the trajetories of muons.It extended radially out to 5 m and onsisted of 23 iron layers separated by plastistreamer tubes. The streamer tubes were oated in graphite and ontained eightwire ounter ells of size 9 x 9 mm. Showering in the iron layers aused the anodewires to indue a signal on athode pads in the ells whih, like the ECAL, wereread out in towers projeted bak to the interation point. The energy resolutionmeasured with pions at normal inidene was�EE = 0:84pE (3.5)with E in GeV. Additionally, the HCAL also ated as the return yolk for the magnetand provided mehanial support for the whole of ALEPH.The muon hambers onsisted of a further two layers of streamer tubes outsideof the HCAL. Muons left a harateristi signal in both Calorimeters, a single trailof hits with no showering. The two streamer tube layers were separated by 50 mand allowed muon exit angles from the detetor to be measured with a resolution of10 - 15 mrad.



62 Experimental Apparatus3.3.7 The Luminosity MonitorsThe instantaneous luminosity is de�ned as the ratio of the rate of e+e� ! e+e�events (Bhabha sattering) to the preisely known theoretial ross-setion for thisproess. The integrated luminosity refers to the ratio of the total number of theseevents to the ross-setion over a period of time. In this analysis, the integratedluminosity is used for estimating bakground ontributions.The Bhabha sattering proess is highly dependent on the polar angle with aross-setion � � 1�4 . As the ross-setion is therefore strongly peaked lose to thebeam pipe, this was where the three pairs of ALEPH luminosity monitors wereplaed. The Luminosity Calorimeter (LCAL) was the main luminosity monitor ex-tending radially from 10 to 52 m at �2.62 m from the interation point, resultingin a sensitivity down to �2.6Æ from the beam diretion. The LCAL was a lead-wirealorimeter of similar onstrution to the ECAL and Bhabha events were ountedaording to harateristi bak-to-bak energy deposits. The Solid State Luminos-ity Calorimeter (SICAL) was positioned at �2.5 m from the IP, extended overagedown to �1.4Æ and onsisted of 12 tungsten sheets inter-spaed with silion dete-tors. Together the LCAL and SICAL were used to provide integrated luminositymeasurements. However, the event rate for these two monitors was not suÆient toprovide instantaneous luminosity measurements. The Bhabha alorimeter (BCAL)was situated �7.7 m from the interation point and onsisted of alternating layersof tungsten and plasti sintillator, and allowed overage from �0.3Æ to �0.5Æ. Inthis position the event rate was high enough for the BCAL to provide instantaneousluminosity measurements. However the position of the BCAL was lose to LEPquadrupole fousing magnets making it unsuitable for integrated measurements.3.4 The Trigger system and Data AquisitionWith bunh rossings every 22 �s it was not possible to readout every event. At-tempting to do so would have resulted in onsiderable dead time (the time lost tonew events whilst reading out an earlier event) in the detetor and posed serious



3.4 The Trigger system and Data Aquisition 63data storage problems. Additionally, many events were not the result of e+e� inter-ations but beam interations with gas in the beam pipe or with ollimators lose tothe interation point. The ALEPH solution to �ltering out these bakground eventsand minimising dead time was a 3 stage trigger system.The Level 1 trigger was the �rst and fastest stage. The deision time was 5 �s,whih therefore did not introdue any dead time into the system. This stage madea yes or no deision based on hit patterns in the ITC and energy deposition in theCalorimeters. If the event passed the Level 1 trigger, the Level 2 trigger was theninitiated, whih used information from the TPC. The Level 2 deision took �50 �sand redued the event rate to �10 Hz. If the event passed the Level 2 deision, thefull data aquisition (DAQ) proess was initiated and the event heked with theLevel 3 trigger. Unlike the hardware based Level 1 and 2 triggers, this stage wassoftware based and used all the raw digitised data in the event. This �nal triggerredued the event rate to a manageable 1 Hz. The number of bakground events (i.enot the result of an e+e� interation) passing the trigger was negligible, with �5 %of e+e� events lost to dead time and trigger ineÆienies.Eah subdetetor took data independently and the DAQ system was responsiblefor synhronising these data and building the full event. The Main Trigger Su-pervisor (MTS) synhronised the readout eletronis of eah subdetetor with theappropriate bunh rossing. If the Level 2 trigger was passed, the MTS then initiatedreadout from the subdetetor front end eletronis. These data were then passed tothe subdetetor Event Builder (EB), and then onto the Main Event Builder (MEB)where the data from all the subdetetors were ombined. The event was then passedto the online Main Host omputer, where the event was heked by the Level 3 trig-ger. Events were then stored on a loal disk for the duration of the run1. Afterthe run, all the reorded events were reonstruted and then written to tape forpermanent storage.1 A run was de�ned by either the lifetime of the beam or a maximum 600 MB of data.



64 Experimental Apparatus3.5 Event reonstrutionImmediately after a run had been ompleted, the events were fully reonstrutedusing the Faility for ALEPH Computing and Networking (FALCON). This was adediated omputing resoure running the JULIA [32℄ (Job to Understand LEP In-terations at ALEPH) software pakage, whih reonstruted all the raw data in theevent into meaningful parameters useful to physis analysis.3.5.1 Trak reonstrutionTrak reonstrution began with the TPC data where radially neighbouring hitswere joined together to form trak segments. Trak segments were then onnetedtogether aording to a helix hypothesis. The TPC trak was then extrapolatedinto the ITC and VDET where hits onsistent with the extrapolated trak wereadded to form the �nal omplete trak. The �nal trak �t was based on the Kalman�lter [33℄, whih takes into aount hit oordinate errors, sattering and energyloss as partiles pass through the detetor. Studies using simulated data (MonteCarlo) indiated that traks with at least 4 hits in the TPC were reonstrutedwith a 98.6 % eÆieny. The small ineÆieny was due largely to trak overlapsand raks in the detetor, and was reprodued in the Monte Carlo to better than0.1 %. With all the information from the VDET, ITC and TPC, the overall trakmomentum resolution was measured as�pp = 0:6� 10�3 (GeV=)�1 (3.6)for 45 GeV muons.3.5.2 Energy FlowThe purpose of the Energy Flow algorithm was to reonstrut harged and neutralpartiles in an event, known as \energy ow" objets. Additionally, the overall eventenergy resolution was improved by ombining all available traking and alorimetryinformation. This algorithm only used traks whih had at least 4 TPC hits, andoriginated from within a ylinder 20 m long and of 2 m radius, entred on theinteration point. This rejeted traks from seondary deays or interations, suh



3.6 Event simulation 65as the V 0 vertex  ! e+e�, with an absene of hits in the ITC providing a seondaryvertex ross-hek.A leaning proedure was �rst applied to identify fake energy deposits in thealorimeters from noisy hannels. Charged traks were then extrapolated into thealorimeters and assoiated with energy deposits to form harged alorimeter ob-jets. Eletrons, muons, pions, kaons and protons were identi�ed from TPC dE=dxmeasurements, the ECAL shower shape and energy deposits in the HCAL. Anyunidenti�ed harged objets were treated as pions. The energy of these hargedobjets was then alulated from their mass and momenta, whih was subtratedfrom the alorimeter energy deposits. The remaining energy was then assumed tobe from neutral partiles, with the shower shapes being used to identify photons andneutral pions, and everything else being taken to be neutral hadrons. Any neutrinoenergy was inferred from missing energy in the event.The energy ow algorithm resulted in an objet energy resolution parameterisedas �EE = � 0:6pE + 0:6E � �1 + os2 �� (3.7)where E is in GeV and � is the objet polar angle, with an overall event energyresolution of �7 %. A omplete list of all the reonstruted energy ow objets wasmade available for subsequent physis analysis.3.6 Event simulationCritial to many partile physis analyses is the use of simulated data, whih isknown as Monte Carlo. Monte Carlo events are used to estimate a variety of param-eters in data, suh as bakground omponents, detetor aeptanes and seletioneÆienies, as well as allowing for heks and optimisations to be made at all stagesof an analysis. As Monte Carlo therefore often plays a entral role in an analysis,it is ruial that the simulated events reprodue the real data to a high degree ofauray.



66 Experimental ApparatusThe simulation of events for ALEPH was a three stage proess. First an eventgenerator simulated e+e� interations aording to Standard Model prodution anddeay proesses. The seond stage then modelled the interation of the resultingpartiles with the detetor. Finally, the event was reonstruted in exatly thesame way as real data events. The only di�erene between Monte Carlo and dataevents was that the Monte Carlo ontained all the \truth" information regardingthe underlying physis proesses.3.6.1 Event generatorsEvent generation is typially performed in two stages. First, the e+e� interationand prodution of the �nal state partons or bosons is simulated. This stage an bemodelled very aurately using eletroweak theory and inludes any initial or �nalstate radiation e�ets. The seond stage is then onerned with the hadronisationof the event. Parton showering is modelled relatively aurately using perturba-tive QCD alulations. However, the fragmentation of oloured partons into oloursinglet hadrons is a non-perturbative proess and so annot be alulated. A phe-nomenologial approah is therefore used, with all the Monte Carlos disussed heresimulating fragmentation aording to the Lund model [34℄. The output of thehadronisation program is a set of long lived partiles whih may be seen in the de-tetor. Any partile deays (seondary verties) are generally not modelled by theevent generators, but by the detetor interation stage. The Monte Carlo samplesused for this analysis were as follows:� KK2F was used for e+e� ! qq events. This Monte Carlo used the KK [35℄generator for simulating di-quark prodution, whih was interfaed with thenew PYTHIA 2 [36℄ program to perform the hadronisation. KK2F o�ers severalimprovements over the KORALZ [37℄ Monte Carlo used for earlier measurements,the most important being the inlusion of initial-�nal state QED interferene.� KRLW03 was used for e+e� ! W+W� events. This Monte Carlo used theKORALW [38℄ generator to simulate both the W+W� prodution and event2 The new PYTHIA program (version 6.1) is a merged version of the PYTHIA v 5.7 [34℄ generatorand the hadronisation program JETSET v 7.4. [34℄



3.6 Event simulation 67hadronisation for the three harged urrent (CC03) prodution proesses. Feyn-man diagrams for the CC03 proesses are shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: The CC03 diagrams of WW prodution. The top two diagrams are the annihilationdiagrams while the third is the exhange diagram.� PYTH05 was used for e+e� ! Z0Z0 events. This Monte Carlo used the PYTHIAgenerator to simulate both the Z0Z0 prodution and event hadronisation.� HVFL05 was used for alibration studies at the Z0 peak. This Monte Carloused the DYMU2 [39℄ generator to simulate e+e� ! qq interations and PYTHIAto model the event hadronisation.Separate Monte Carlo samples were used for eah energy point, with the samplesizes for eah energy listed in Table 3.2. The Monte Carlo samples used for Z0alibration studies are shown in Table 3.3.3.6.2 Detetor interation and event reonstrutionThe interation of a Monte Carlo event with the detetor was performed using theALEPH program GALEPH [40℄. This used GEANT3 [41℄ to simulate the interation ofthe partiles with the matter of the detetor, and then modelled the response of thedetetor to those interations. The output was raw hit information whih was thenreonstruted in exatly the same way as real data events using the JULIA program,



68 Experimental ApparatusNumber of events (x 103)Energy KRLW03 PYTH05 KK2F189 GeV 500 200 2,000192 GeV 100 200 2,000196 GeV 100 200 2,000200 GeV 300 200 2,000202 GeV 100 200 2,000205 GeV 100 200 2,000207 GeV 500 200 2,000Table 3.2: The Monte Carlo sample sizes used for eah energyNumber of HVFL05Year events (x 103)1998 1501999 5002000 150Table 3.3: HVFL05 sample sizes by year.as disussed in Setion 3.5. The resulting Monte Carlo events were then written totape for use in physis analyses. In order to minimise statistial unertainties in theMonte Carlo, the quantity of Monte Carlo used in an analysis is as large as possible.For the analysis presented in this thesis approximately 102 - 103 times the numberof data events were used for Monte Carlo studies.3.7 O�ine analysis frameworkThe ALEPH Physis Analysis (ALPHA) [42℄ program was a software framework de-signed to failitate the writing of analysis ode in FORTRAN77. The analysis odefor proessing events was written within the ALPHA framework, whih provided thefollowing funtionality:� Interfae to data and Monte Carlo events stored on tape.� Simple aess to reonstruted event variables, suh as trak momentum andverties, as well as all the truth information for Monte Carlo events.� A omprehensive set of utility subroutines ommonly required for physis anal-yses, suh as event shape and jet lustering algorithms.



3.7 O�ine analysis framework 69� A histogramming pakage for outputting results.ALPHA therefore provided an exellent environment for analysis at ALEPH, and wasused extensively for the analysis presented in this thesis.



70
Chapter 4Event seletion and the evaluationof Rb

4.1 IntrodutionThis measurement of Rb was based on a two stage event seletion proess. Firste+e� ! qq (hadroni) events were seleted from all available data at a given LEP2energy. The resulting event sample is referred to in this analysis as the eventpreseletion. From this preseletion the e+e� ! bb ontent was then identi�ed,a proess known as b-tagging. The resulting event sample is referred to as the eventseletion. The preseletion and seletion samples, in onjuntion with bakgroundsestimated from Monte Carlo, are then used to alulate a value for Rb.This hapter presents a detailed desription of the hadroni preseletion and theb-tagging. The alulation of Rb from both event (single) and hemisphere (double)tagging, inluding the estimation of bakgrounds from the Monte Carlo, is thendisussed. First however jet lustering and primary vertex �nding are desribed asthey are important for both the event preseletion and seletion.4.2 Jet lustering and Primary Vertex �ndingThe primary purpose of jet lustering is to reprodue the diretions and energies ofthe �nal state partons in an event. The lustering proedure begins by onsideringeah harged trak and neutral energy deposit to be a pseudo-jet. These are then



4.3 Data Quality 71ombined in pairs until a spei�ed threshold is reahed. This analysis used theJADE [43℄ lustering algorithm, whih for a pair of pseudo-jets i and j de�nes thetest variable yij as: yij = 2EiEj (1� os (�ij))E2vis (4.1)where Ei is the energy of pseudo-jet i, Evis is the visible energy for the event, and �ijis the angle subtended between i and j, with the numerator being the invariant masssquared of the two objets. This test variable is then alulated for all possible pairombinations. If the lowest yij value does not exeed the spei�ed threshold valueyut, that pair is ombined by summing their 4-momenta to reate a new pseudo-jet.The proess is then repeated, disarding the pairs used to reate new pseudo-jets,until the lowest yij value exeeds yut. The remaining pseudo-jets are then delaredas jets. The value of yut therefore determines the number of jets lustered, with alow value resulting in a high number of jets, and a high value a low number of jets.By not having a �xed yut value, it is also possible to luster events into a spei�ednumber of jets.For auray, the primary vertex is alulated separately for eah event. TheALEPH primary vertex �nder uses both jets and individual trak information, inonjuntion with the beam spot from LEP. A detailed desription of the methodmay be found in [44℄.4.3 Data QualityThe performane of the ALEPH detetor and subdetetors was not uniform for alldata taking, and as a result not all the data reorded by ALEPH during 1998 -2000 is used in this analysis. The data taken in eah run were assigned quality agsde�ned as follows:� LX - Integrated and instantaneous luminosity measurement.� TR - Traking resolution, momentum and harge measurement.� EF - Energy measurement.



72 Event seletion and the evaluation of Rb� DX - Partile identi�ation.The value of these ags was determined manually for eah run depending on theperformane of the assoiated subdetetors. If there were no observed faults in thehardware or data aquisition, the ags were assigned a \PERFECT" value. If howeverthere was a problem during a run that might have had an e�et on physis analyses,the appropriate ags were set to \MAYBE". Oasionally a major problem in a runwould result in bad or unreliable data, for whih the ags were set to \DUCK". Theuse of data in runs with MAYBE ags depended on what the problems were duringthat run and whether it would have an e�et on a partiular analysis. The majorityof runs were assigned PERFECT ags.For onsisteny with the rest of the ALEPH ollaboration, so that the data usedin all analyses was the same, this analysis used data that onformed to the W+W�physis group data seletion riteria [45℄. This was simply de�ned as runs where allthe ags were MAYBE or PERFECT, whih resulted in the rejetion of approximately1 - 2 % of the available data as shown in Table 3.1.4.4 Seletion methodologyEvents that you wish to selet are known as signal events, whilst any non-signalevents are known as bakground events. Events were therefore seleted aording tovarious prede�ned riteria designed to selet signal events whilst suppressing bak-ground events. These riteria are known as seletion uts, eah of whih was de�nedas the value of some event parameter. Eah seletion ut was applied in turn, withevents failing the ut removed from the sample.As the value of a partiular event parameter is usually distributed over somerange for all events, the hoie of value for a seletion ut is neessarily a trade o�between the eÆieny of signal seletion and the amount of bakground seleted(purity). In order to retain a reasonable number of signal events and thus max-imise statistis, it was therefore neessary to aount for bakground passing theseletion uts. All bakground omponents in both the data preseletion and data



4.5 The hadroni preseletion 73seletion were estimated from the Monte Carlo. The alulation of the bakgroundontributions in the seleted data samples is disussed in Setion 4.6.5.4.5 The hadroni preseletionThe �rst stage in the measurement of Rb was obtaining the hadroni preseletion.At the LEP2 energies from 189 - 207 GeV there are various non-hadroni bak-grounds to suppress. This inluded e+e� ! ll (leptoni) events, where the leptonsmaybe eletrons, muons or taus, and W -pair (W+W�) and Z-pair (Z0Z0) produ-tion events. An additional soure of bakground at energies above the Z0 peak isradiative events, where the interation energy is at a lower energy than the entre ofmass energy due to initial state radiation. Cheks must also be made on the eventquality to ensure that the event has been reonstruted aurately. The uts madeto suppress these bakground events are as follows:� The �rst seletion ut is to suppress radiative return events. The ross-setionfor the prodution of a real Z0 as propagator in e+e� annihilation is largeompared to the prodution of a virtual Z0 or � propagator at higher energies.Thus one or both of the interating leptons may radiate a hard photon suhthat the interation energy tends towards that of the Z0 mass. Aording toMonte Carlo, these initial state radiation (ISR) events aount for �75 % of allhadroni events at 189 - 207 GeV. In order to suppress radiative events, thisanalysis uses an exlusive seletion. This is de�ned as events whih satisfythe utps0=s > 0.9, where s is the square of the entre of mass energy, and s0is the square of the mass of the Z0/� propagator. Events passing this ut arereferred to as non-radiative events. When only one ISR photon is present, agood approximation to s0 is [3℄s0m = sin �1 + sin �2 � jsin (�1 + �2)jsin �1 + sin �2 + jsin (�1 + �2)j � s (4.2)where �1 and �2 are the angles of the �nal state fermions measured with respetto the inoming e�, or with respet to the diretion of an ISR photon if seenin the detetor. An ISR photon in the detetor may be identi�ed by the pres-ene of a large amount of isolated eletromagneti energy. However, the ISR



74 Event seletion and the evaluation of Rbphoton often passes undeteted down the beam pipe. In order to determinethe diretions of the outgoing fermions, the event (minus any identi�ed ISRphotons) is lustered into two jets. The jet axes are then taken to approximatethe diretions of the �nal-state fermions.� Events must ful�l the \CLASS16" riteria. This lassi�ation was originallydeveloped to selet hadroni events at LEP1, but is equally valid for energiesbeyond the Z0 peak. Events must have at least seven good harged traks,with the total energy of all harged traks at least 10 % of the entre of massenergy. A good trak is de�ned as having a minimum 4 hits in the TPC, a polarangle � satisfying jos �j < 0.95, originating from within a ylinder of radius 2m and length 10 m entred on the interation point. These requirements willremove any leptoni events and events not the result of an e+e� interation.The latter inludes osmi ray events and interations with gas in the beampipe or the beam pipe itself. Additionally, a hardware and DAQ error hek isperformed, as the total integrated data luminosity does not inlude any eventswhere errors of this nature were agged.� As a further preaution against inluding any radiative events, the visible massof the event must be at least 70 % of the entre of mass energy. The visiblemass is de�ned as the invariant mass of all observed energy objets in theevent whih is given by: Mvis = �E2 � p2�12 (4.3)where E and p are the total energy and total 3-momentum respetively for allobserved energy objets in the event.� An additional soure of bakground in this analysis are W -pair and Z-pairprodution events. However these events may be eÆiently suppressed byrequiring the event thrust T > 0.85. The thrust is de�ned as the sum of thelengths of the longitudinal momenta of the energy objets in the event relativeto the axis n whih minimises this sum:T = PNi=1 jn.pijPNi=1 jpij (4.4)



4.5 The hadroni preseletion 75where N is the number of energy ow objets and pi is the momentum of en-ergy ow objet i. T will lie between 0.5 and 1., with T � 0.5 for an isotropievent and T � 1.0 for a dijet event. Thus W+W� and Z0Z0 events are ex-peted to generally have lower thrust values than qq events.From Monte Carlo, this ut of T > 0:85 rejets �78 % of W+W� and Z0Z0events, whilst rejeting only �8 % of hadroni events. The thrust distributionsfor hadroni, W -pair and Z-pair events in Monte Carlo and for all data at189 GeV are shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Thrust distributions for hadroni, W -pair and Z-pair events in Monte Carlo and forall data at 189 GeV, showing the seletion ut used in this analysis.� A �nal ut is made on the diretions of the two jets lustered for estimating the�nal-state parton diretions. In order to ensure that the event is adequatelyontained within the VDET aeptane, any events where the polar diretion �of one or both of the jets satis�es jos �j > 0.9 is disarded. This is importantas this analysis relies heavily on the trak resolution a�orded by the VDET.



76 Event seletion and the evaluation of RbAll remaining events after these uts onstitute the preseletion. Monte Carlo indi-ates that the preseletion samples obtained in this analysis are �89 % non-radiativehadroni, �3 % radiative hadroni, with the remaining events being W+W� andZ0Z0 bakground.4.6 The b-tagHaving obtained the hadroni preseletion, the e+e� ! bb ontent (B events) mustthen be identi�ed. There are many ways of identifying B events, whih fall into thefollowing general ategories:� High lepton transverse momentum. This was the �rst b-tag used at LEP,based on identifying eletrons or muons from the semi-leptoni deays of Bhadrons [46℄. However the branhing ratio for the B hadron deay to leptonsis low at �20 %, resulting in a low seletion eÆieny and onsequently a poorstatistial resolution.� Event shape variables. Due to the large b quark mass and hard fragmentation,bb events may be seleted aording to event shapes suh as thrust or spheri-ity [47℄. However the disriminating power of these tags is low suh that theyare usually only used in onjuntion with other tags in neural networks. Aheavy reliane on Monte Carlo also results in systemati e�ets whih an behard to quantify.� The long lifetime ofB hadrons. These tags are the most powerful disriminantsand either rely on the dediated reonstrution of seondary verties, or simplyon the impat parameters1 of harged traks. ALEPH is partiularly suited tothese tags as the VDET provides a very high traking resolution lose to theprimary vertex. An additional advantage of lifetime tags is that in prinipleall bb events may be tagged, and hene the sample size maximised.In order to maximise statistis and fully take advantage of the ALEPH trakingresolution, this analysis used a single tag based on the large impat parameters of1The impat parameter is de�ned in Setion 4.6.1.



4.6 The b-tag 77traks from seondary verties [48℄. A ombined tag or neural network was not usedas the inrease in tagging performane is small and not justi�ed with respet to thelow data statistis available.4.6.1 The signed impat parameter signi�aneIf harged traks in ALEPH were straight then the 3 dimensional impat parameterwould simply be de�ned as the distane of losest approah between the the trakand the primary vertex. However beause of the magneti �eld in ALEPH hargedtraks are helial in nature, resulting in a more omplex de�nition. Referring toFigure 4.2, the point S2 refers to the distane of losest approah D between thetrak and the jet axis. A tangent to the helix at this point is then alulated, andthe impat parameter Æ taken to be the distane of losest approah between thetangent and the primary vertex.This impat parameter may then be signed positive or negative, aording to theorientation of the impat parameter with respet to the jet axis. For eah jet, theevent is divided into two hemispheres by a plane whih passes through the interationpoint perpendiular to the jet axis. An impat parameter whih falls within the samehemisphere as the jet and is thus orientated in the same diretion as the jet axisis signed positive. Impat parameters falling in the opposite hemisphere are signednegative. Traks with positive impat parameters are said to pass upstream ofthe primary vertex, and those with negative impat parameters downstream of theprimary vertex. If the jet axis aurately reprodues the diretion of the original Bhadron, then all traks from a seondary (deay) vertex will pass upstream of theprimary vertex, as the deay point of the B hadron must lie along its ight path.All traks from seondary verties will therefore be positively signed.Impat parameters however su�er from a statistial unertainty due to the errorsin the trak �tting and primary vertex reonstrution. This unertainty is dependenton trak momentum, trak diretion and the number of hits in the traking system.In order that impat parameter information for all traks in an event may be treated
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Figure 4.2: Graphial illustration of the impat parameter.uniformly, the impat parameter signi�ane is de�ned asS = Æ�Æ (4.5)where �Æ is the statistial error on the impat parameter magnitude Æ.For events ontaining no seondary verties, the errors introdued in the trakand primary vertex reonstrution result in an equally distributed number of positiveand negative impat parameter signi�anes. As lifetime ontributes only to thenumber of positive impat parameter signi�anes, a �t I (jSj) to the negative halfof the distribution thus provides a measure of the impat parameter resolution ofALEPH. This funtion omprises a entral Gaussian omponent and an exponentialomponent to �t the tail of the distribution [48℄. The e�et of the presene of lifetimeon the impat parameter distributions is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Impat parameter signi�ane distributions for 1999 Z Monte Carlo. Plot b) inludestraks from b events, whilst plot a) does not.4.6.2 The impat parameter b-tagWith the ALEPH impat parameter resolution funtion I (jSj), the on�dene levelPT that a trak originated from the primary vertex is de�ned as [1℄PT = Z 1S 2I(jSj)dS (4.6)Hemispheres are de�ned by dividing an event into two halves by a plane perpen-diular to the thrust axis passing through the primary vertex. A on�dene levelPJ;H;E that a jet, hemisphere or event with N traks has lifetime is then given byPJ;H;E = NYk=1PTk � N�1Xj=0  (�ln NYk=1PTk)j=j!! (4.7)where PTk is the on�dene level for trak k from the total N traks. This results ina at distribution for jets, hemispheres or events ontaining no long-lived partiles,but as shown in Figure 4.4 is strongly peaked near zero for those ontaining lifetime.De�ning the b-tag as the negative logarithm of this probability, jets, hemispheresor events ontaining lifetime may then be seleted by utting on some value of theb-tag. The hoie of value to ut on (the seletion ut) is disussed in Setion 4.7.Jets, hemispheres or events remaining after the ut on the b-tag are referred to as



80 Event seletion and the evaluation of Rbhaving been tagged and onstitute the jet, hemisphere or event seletions. Figure 4.5shows the number of events seleted (tagged) as a funtion of the event tag for 1999Z Monte Carlo. The orresponding B seletion eÆienies and purities are shownin Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.4: Event probability distributions for 1999 Z Monte Carlo. Note the presene of thehigh peak for event probabilities near zero for the beauty (b) quarks ompared to the light (uds)and harm () quarks.
4.6.3 The b-tag algorithmThe alulation of jet, hemisphere and event probabilities was performed using theALEPH algorithm QIPBTAG [48℄. The algorithm begins with jet lustering. The stan-dard ALEPH lustering threshold of yut = 0.01 was used in this analysis, resultingin two to four jets for the majority of events. The jets are then momentum ordered,with the highest momentum ordered �rst. If no jets are lustered the event is dis-arded. However this very rarely happens and in fat never ourred in this analysis.The event thrust axis and primary vertex were then alulated in order to dividethe event into hemispheres. This is followed by trak seletion, as QIPBTAG onlyuses well reonstruted traks. Eah harged trak is assigned an ALEPH traktype from 1 - 9, as de�ned in Table 4.1. Traks not ful�lling any of these riteria are
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Figure 4.5: The number of events remaining (tagged) as a funtion of the ut on the negativelogarithm of the event probability for 1999 Z Monte Carlo. The separate ontributions from thelight (uds), harm () and beauty (b) quarks are shown.

Figure 4.6: The B eÆieny and B purity as funtion of the event b-tag in 1999 Z Monte Carlo.Due to the high Monte Carlo statistis available the statistial errors are negligible.



82 Event seletion and the evaluation of RbTrak type De�nitionType 1 2 VDET spae point hitsType 2 1 VDET spae point hit, expet only 1Type 3 V0 trakType 4 1 VDET spae point hit, expet 2Type 5 Lots of ITC hits, no VDET hits, expet 0 VDET hitsType 6 Lots of ITC hits, no VDET hits, expet some VDET hitsType 7 1 r-� or z hit in the ITC, expet 1Type 8 1 r-� or z hit, in the ITC, expet 2Type 9 2 r-� or z hits in the VDETTable 4.1: The ALEPH trak type de�nitions.de�ned as type 0 and along with type 3 traks are disarded from the alulation.Seleted traks are then assigned to their jets, with traks in 5th ordered jets orbelow also being disarded. Finally the jet, hemisphere and event probabilities arealulated as desribed in the Setion 4.6.2.4.6.4 The alulation of Rb using an event tagTaking into aount bakgrounds, Rb at LEP2 using an event tag is de�ned asRb = Nsel � BselNpre � Bpre � 1:�b (4.8)where Nsel is the number of events seleted (tagged) in data and Npre is the numberof events in the data preseletion. The number of bakground events in the dataseletion and preseletion are given by Bsel and Bpre respetively, whih are bothestimated from the Monte Carlo. The B seletion eÆieny �b is also taken fromthe Monte Carlo.The seletion bakground is de�ned as all non-B ontent plus any radiativehadroni events passing the seletion ut:Bsel = Bseluds +Bselw +Bselz +Bseludsb rad (4.9)where Bseluds is the number of non-radiative uds events, Bselw and Bselz are the numberof W+W� and Z0Z0 events respetively, and Bseludsb rad is the number of radiative



4.6 The b-tag 83hadroni events, all of whih are estimated from the Monte Carlo.The preseletion bakground is de�ned as any non-hadroni and radiative eventsin the preseletion: Bpre = Bprew +Bprez +Bpreudsb rad (4.10)where Bprew , Bprez and Bpreudsb rad are the number of W+W�, Z0Z0 and radiativehadroni events respetively in the data preseletion, estimated from Monte Carlo.The B event seletion eÆieny is also estimated from Monte Carlo and is de�nedas: �b = N selbNpreb (4.11)where N selb is he number of non-radiative B events passing the seletion ut, andNpreb is the number of non-radiative B events in the preseletion.4.6.5 Calulation of bakgroundsThe estimated luminosity normalised number of non-radiative bakground eventspresent in the data preseletion or seletion for a bakground omponent B is al-ulated aording to: B = L � � � �pre�sel (4.12)where L is the total data integrated luminosity and � is the Standard Model ross-setion for the bakground B. Taken fromMonte Carlo are the preseletion eÆieny�pre and the seletion eÆieny �sel. In the ase of estimating a preseletion bak-ground, the seletion eÆieny �sel = 1.The non-radiative preseletion eÆieny for a bakground B is given by:�pre = BpreBorig (4.13)where Bpre is the number of non-radiative preseleted events after all preseletionuts and Borig is the original number of non-radiative Monte Carlo events. This lat-ter number was found by �rst removing all events Bs0<0:9 with s0 < 0:9 aording to



84 Event seletion and the evaluation of Rbthe Monte Carlo truth information, leaving a sample of purely non-radiative events.A value for s0 was then alulated for these non-radiative events as desribed in Se-tion 4.5. Events with reonstruted s0 < 0:9 were then removed from the sample sothat Borig events remained. The rest of the preseletion uts desribed in Setion 4.5were then applied in turn, resulting in the preseletion sample Bpre.The non-radiative seletion eÆieny �sel is de�ned as:�sel = BselBpre (4.14)where Bsel is the number of tagged events from the preseletion Bpre.The number of bakground radiative hadroni events was approximated as:Brad = B � BpreradBpre (4.15)where Bprerad is the number of radiative hadroni events in the preseletion. This wasfound by taking the sample of events Bs0<0:9 and treating them in exatly the sameway as the non-radiative events. A value for s0 was alulated for eah event, andevents with reonstruted s0 < 0:9 removed from the radiative sample. The rest ofthe preseletion uts were then applied, resulting in a radiative preseletion sampleBprerad.4.6.6 The alulation of Rb using a hemisphere tagFor the double tag method exatly the same preseleted event sample is used as forthe event tag. Eah event in the preseleted sample is divided into two hemispheresby the plane passing through the primary vertex orthogonal to the thrust axis. Theb-tag is then alulated for eah hemisphere as desribed in Setion 4.6.2. For agiven seletion ut on the b-tag the number of individual hemispheres seleted indata, fs, is given by:fs = Rb�b +R� + (1�Rb � R) �uds(N=Nq) + Nw�w +Nz�z +Nq rad�q radN (4.16)where N is the number of hemispheres in the data preseletion. Nw, Nz and Nq radare the number ofW+W�, Z0Z0 and radiative hadroni hemispheres respetively in



4.6 The b-tag 85the data preseletion, whih are estimated from Monte Carlo. The uds, , W+W�,Z0Z0 and radiative hadroni hemisphere seletion eÆienies �uds, �, �w, �z and�q rad are also estimated from Monte Carlo. The harm branhing ratio value Ris taken as the Standard Model predition. The number of non-radiative hadronihemispheres Nq in the preseletion is de�ned as:Nq = N �Nw �Nz �Nq rad : (4.17)The number of preseleted hemispheres is simply twie the number of events in thepreseletion. The hemisphere seletion eÆieny for a omponent X is de�ned as�X = N selXNpreX (4.18)where N selX is the number of hemispheres tagged and NpreX the number of preseletedhemispheres.The fration of events in data with both hemispheres tagged, fd, is given byfd = Rb�2b (1 + �b) +R�2 + (1� Rb � R) �2uds�N e=N eq� + N ew�2w +N ez �2z +N eq rad�2q radN e (4.19)where N e is the number of preseleted events in data. N ew, N ez and N eq rad areobtained from Monte Carlo and are the estimated number of W+W�, Z0Z0 andradiative hadroni events respetively in the data preseletion. Due to orrelationsin the B hemisphere tagging eÆieny, the probability of tagging both hemispheresin a B event is not exatly �2b . This is taken into aount by the fator �b, whih isde�ned as �b = �db � �2b�2b (4.20)where �b is the B hemisphere tagging eÆieny and �db is the eÆieny for taggingboth hemispheres in a B event, both of whih are estimated from the Monte Carlo.Reasons for this orrelation in the B hemisphere tagging eÆieny are disussed inSetion 4.6.7. The number of non-radiative hadroni events Nq in the preseletionis de�ned as: N eq = N e �N ew �N ez �N eq rad : (4.21)The derivation of Equations 4.16 and 4.19 is given in Appendix A. These equationsmay then be solved simultaneously for �b and Rb, whih is also shown in Appendix A.



86 Event seletion and the evaluation of Rb4.6.7 Hemisphere orrelationsDue to orrelations in the eÆieny of tagging both hemispheres in an event, theprobability of tagging both hemispheres in a B event is not exatly �2b . This is dueto the following reasons:� The geometrial aeptane of ALEPH. Due to the onservation of momen-tum, the majority of B jets are bak-to-bak. Thus if one jet falls in a regionof poor detetor aeptane, then it is likely that the other will as well. Sinethe b-tagging probability is therefore redued in both hemispheres, a positiveorrelation in the tagging eÆienies between the two hemispheres is intro-dued.� The e�et of hard and soft gluon radiation. The radiation of a soft gluon willredue the momentum of B jets, resulting in greater multiple sattering oftraks. This results in lower trak resolutions and therefore a positive orrela-tion. Conversely, in about 2 % of events, a hard gluon is emitted, whih mayresult in both B jets being in the same hemisphere. The event is therefore verylikely to tag in one hemisphere, and not in the other, introduing a negativeorrelation.� A shared primary vertex between hemispheres. If traks from both hemi-spheres are used in the reonstrution of the primary vertex, then traks froma long lived B hadron in one hemisphere will inrease the reonstrution er-ror. This will result in dereased impat parameter signi�anes in the otherhemisphere, thus reduing the tagging probability and introduing a negativeorrelation.In priniple this tagging orrelation also applies to the non-B ontent. However dueto the suppression of the non-B ontent by the tag, suh orretions were found tobe negligible.4.6.8 Event and hemisphere tag omparisonThe priniple di�erene between the two tagging methods is that the hemispheretag allows the B eÆieny �b to be measured from data, whilst the event tag relies



4.7 The seletion ut 87on an estimation from Monte Carlo. The hemisphere tag is therefore a more reliablemethod, although it su�ers from a poorer statistial resolution as both Rb and �bare being measured from the data. However, in using Monte Carlo to estimate �b,the event tag su�ers from an additional soure of systemati error.The measurement of Rb at LEP1 [1℄ where very high statistis were available(nearly four million hadroni events) was therefore made with a hemisphere tag.Even with the poorer statistial resolution, systemati errors dominated. However,previous measurements at LEP2 have all been made with an event tag [20℄, as typ-ially only a few hundred hadroni events were available at eah energy point.The total statistis available at 189 - 207 GeV made the use of the hemispheretag plausible. In this analysis both the event and hemisphere tags were thereforeused to measure Rb. As desribed in Setion ?? and Chapter 8 the hemisphere tagwas used to alibrate the event tag, thus utilising the reliability of the hemispheretag whilst apitalising on the higher statistial resolution a�orded by the event tag.4.7 The seletion utDue to low statistis, earlier measurements of Rb at lower LEP2 energies have onlyever been made using an event tag. For these measurements, the seletion ut washosen to be the point at whih the statistial signi�ane of the signal (bb events)was maximised, aording to Monte Carlo.The statistial signi�ane of a signal is de�ned as the number of sigma (standarddeviations) the signal is away from the bakground. For any data ount N withbakground B the signal, S, is N �B. The error on B is pB, so that the statistialsigni�ane �s of the signal S is given by:�s = N �BpB = SpB : (4.22)Figure 4.7 shows S=pB as a funtion of the event b-tag for 200 GeV Monte Carlo.



88 Event seletion and the evaluation of RbIn priniple this method may also be used for seleting a hemisphere ut value.However, measurements of Rb using a hemisphere tag at LEP2 su�er from a largerstatistial unertainty than the event tag method. It was therefore deided to adopta poliy of error minimisation when hoosing the seletion ut, for both the eventtag and hemisphere tag methods. The seletion ut hosen for eah method is thenthe ut value at whih the total frational error on Rb is minimised. This is alsothe method by whih the seletion ut was hosen for the LEP1 measurement.

Figure 4.7: Signal statistial signi�ane as a funtion of the b-tag from Monte Carlo, showing amaximum at a ut of 4.5.
4.8 The hadroni preseletion eÆieny orre-tionAs events or hemispheres were seleted from a preseleted sample of hadroni events,the quantity atually being measured is given byRpreb = NprebNpreq (4.23)where Npreb is the number of B events or hemispheres in the non-radiative hadronipreseletion Npreq . As desribed in Setion 4.3 the preseletion uts remove �8 % of



4.9 Evaluation of statistial errors 89hadroni events. Taking into aount hadroni preseletion eÆienies, Rb is givenby Rb = �preq�preb � NprebNpreq = �preq�preb �Rpreb (4.24)where �preb and �preq are the B preseletion eÆieny and overall hadroni preseletioneÆieny respetively. This orretion for the preseletion eÆienies results in anadjustment to Rpreb of �0.5 %, whih is small ompared to the unertainty due tostatistis for both the event and hemisphere tags.4.9 Evaluation of statistial errorsThe evaluation of Rb involves the seletion of events (hemispheres) from some origi-nal event (hemisphere) sample. As suh the errors on Rb are desribed by binomialstatistis. If Nsel events (hemispheres) are seleted from a preseletion sample ofNpre events (hemispheres) then the statistial error �Nsel on Nsel is given by:�Nsel = �Nsel�1� NselNpre�� 12 (4.25)for whih a proof may be found in referene [49℄. Likewise the statistial error �Npreon the number of events (hemispheres) in the preseletion sample is given by:�Npre = �Npre�1� NpreNorig�� 12 (4.26)where Norig is the number of exlusive events (hemispheres) in data before anypreseletion uts. The resulting statistial error on Rb was then alulated aordingto standard error propagation.



90
Chapter 5Performane of the b-tag

5.1 IntrodutionAs previously disussed, the measurement of Rb using an event tag relies on MonteCarlo to estimate the B seletion eÆieny. It was therefore important to validatethe B physis modelling in the Monte Carlo and the performane of the b-tag.This hapter desribes how the b-tagging performane was evaluated using Z0alibration data and semi-leptoniW+W� LEP2 data. Measurements of Rb and im-pat parameter signi�ane distributions at the Z0 peak motivated an investigationinto traking di�erenes between data and Monte Carlo. The B seletion eÆienymodelling in Monte Carlo was then investigated by omparing the hemisphere sele-tion eÆienies in data and Monte Carlo. Finally the tagging of uds bakgroundwas heked using hadroni jets in semi-leptoni W+W� events.5.2 Evaluation of the b-tag using Z0 dataImpat parameters are a funtion of transverse momentum and interation energy.The ollimation of jet traks inreases with energy, reduing the impat parametersof traks from seondary verties. However, this is e�etively balaned by the longerdeay lengths of the primary partiles, so that impat parameters have only a smalldependene on the interation energy. Impat parameters are the raw informationused in the b-tag in this analysis, and thus the b-tag performane is, to �rst order,



5.3 Measurement of Rb at Z0 peak 91Flavour Cross-setion (nb�1)uu 4.86dd 6.19ss 6.19 4.86bb 6.08Table 5.1: Standard Model ross-setions at the Z0 peak.independent of the interation energy. As the World Average (WA) value for Rbat the Z0 peak is well known [8℄ and in lose agreement with the Standard Modelpredition, data taken at this energy provided a onvenient method of evaluatingthe b-tag performane at higher LEP2 energies.Eah year, prior to running at normal LEP2 energies, LEP was run for approxi-mately one week at the Z0 peak for detetor alibration purposes. Due to the highross setion for e+e� ! Z0 interations at this energy, approximately 100k eventswere reorded by ALEPH during eah year's alibration run. The data reorded byALEPH in 1998, 1999 and 2000 are shown in Table 3.1. These data were thereforeused for the b-tag performane studies.5.3 Measurement of Rb at Z0 peakThe performane of the event tag was �rst evaluated by measuring Rb at the Z0peak for a range of seletion uts. The methodology was the same as that desribedin hapter 4 for the LEP2 measurements. However, the preseletion was simpli�edas there were no W -pair, Z-pair or radiative return bakground events to suppress.The only preseletion uts applied therefore were the CLASS16 and VDET aeptaneuts. The resulting hadroni preseletions for the years 1998, 1999 and 2000 were78,845, 90,001 and 98,365 events respetively. The qq ross-setions used in theestimation of the seletion bakgrounds were alulated using the program ZFITTERversion 6.35 [50℄ and are shown in Table 5.1.Rb as a funtion of the event tag for 1998, 1999, 2000 and for all three yearsombined is shown in Figure 5.1. The results for 1998 are seen to be very high
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Figure 5.1: Rb as a funtion of the event tag at the Z0 peak for the three years 1998 - 2000 andall data ombined. The errors are the statistial errors only.



5.3 Measurement of Rb at Z0 peak 93ompared to the the world average. Additionally, there is an obvious peak in Rbat low ut values for 1999, 2000 and all the data ombined. From Equation 4.8it an be seen that a high value for Rb would be obtained if either the seletionbakgrounds or the B event seletion eÆieny are underestimated1. These resultswere therefore an indiation of a disrepany between the tagging behaviour in dataand Monte Carlo. A further hek on the tagging was performed by measuring Rb asa funtion of the event thrust angle for four di�erent seletion uts. The behaviourfor eah of the three years was similar, with results for the ombined data set shownin Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Rb as a funtion of thrust angle for four seletion uts for 1998 - 2000 Z0 data. Theerrors shown are the statistial errors only.Rb is seen to exhibit a lear dependene on the thrust angle, whih is partiularlywell de�ned for the higher ut values. As Rb should be at for all thrust angles,this is further evidene of a disrepany in the tagging behaviour. Additionally, thee�et is seen to be more prominent in regions of high B purity as it inreases with1At the Z0 peak the preseletion bakground is negligible.



94 Performane of the b-tagthe seletion ut.As the b-tag is alulated from impat parameter signi�anes, these results wereindiative of di�erenes between the impat parameter signi�ane distributions indata and Monte Carlo. The impat parameter signi�ane distributions for thewhole hadroni preseletion in data and Monte Carlo were therefore ompared, asshown in Figure 5.3. The distributions on the positive side agree well. However itan be learly seen that the Monte Carlo distribution is low ompared to the dataon the negative side. As the impat parameter signi�ane resolution of ALEPH istaken from the �t I (jSj) to the negative side of this distribution, it is important thatit is well reprodued in the Monte Carlo. This, therefore, was the motivation forinvestigating the performane of impat parameter signi�ane smearing routines,whih aim to improve the agreement between the data and Monte Carlo traking.

Figure 5.3: Trak impat parameter signi�ane distributions in 1999 Z0 peak data and MonteCarlo. The light (uds), harm () and beauty (b) hadroni ontributions to the Monte Carlo arealso shown.



5.4 The ALPHA smearing routine QSMEAR 955.4 The ALPHA smearing routine QSMEARFrom Figure 5.3 it was observed that the impat parameter resolution is over-optimisti in the Monte Carlo. The ALPHA routine QSMEAR was written spei�allyfor use in onjuntion with QIPBTAG. QSMEAR redues the Monte Carlo resolution bysmearing the impat parameter unertainty �Æ in order to improve the agreementwith data.The smearing of the impat parameter unertainties is performed aording to aset of smearing parameters. These are generated by omparing exponential �ts tothe negative impat parameter signi�anes in data and Monte Carlo for the wholedata set. The smearing parameters are de�ned as the fration of impat parametersA that have to be shifted by an amount k in order to maximise the impat parametersigni�ane distribution agreement between data and Monte Carlo. The negativedistributions are in fat best desribed by �tting two independent exponentials, oneto desribe the dominant entral region and one to desribe the distribution tail.The smearing parameters A1, k1 for the entral region and A2, k2 for the tail werethus determined by �nding the values whih minimised the �2 between the orretedimpat parameter signi�anes in Monte Carlo and those in the data. These param-eters were then used to randomly smear the impat parameters in Monte Carlo.As the traking resolution in ALEPH was heavily dependent on the number ofVDET and ITC hits, smearing parameters were alulated separately for eah of theALEPH trak types as de�ned in Table 4.1. Additionally, as the traking resolutionalso had a momentum and polar angle dependene, it was also possible to alulateseparate sets of parameters for traks in three bins of momentum and/or in threebins of polar angle. There are therefore �ve possible smearing options:� No smearing (Smearing = 0)� Global smearing (Smearing = N)� Smearing in bins of momentum (Smearing = P)



96 Performane of the b-tagTrak Type k1 A1 k2 A2 A3Type 1 0.594 0.1237 5.355 0.0027 0.046Type 2 1.055 0.1079 8.526 0.0125 �0.030Type 3 0.296 0.6203 6.952 0.0103 0.062Type 4 0.543 0.1079 25.306 0.0093 �0.039Type 5 2.442 0.1646 6.508 0.0074 �0.136Type 6 1.000 0.0000 5.000 0.0000 0.000Type 7 0.170 0.3524 47.473 0.0347 �0.501Type 8 1.000 0.0000 5.000 0.0000 0.000Type 9 1.000 0.0000 5.000 0.0000 0.000Table 5.2: Global smearing and deletion parameters for 1999 Z0 Monte Carlo.� Smearing in bins of thrust angle (Smearing = T)� Smearing in bins of thrust angle and momentum (Smearing = B)QSMEAR also provides a trak deletion faility in order to ompensate for an observedexess of QIPBTAG seleted traks in Monte Carlo ompared to data, as shown inFigure 5.5(a). The trak deletion randomly disards a ertain fration A3 of eahtrak type so that the number of QIPBTAG seleted traks in Monte Carlo mathesthat in data. The binning options for deletion are the same as those for the smearing,leading to a total of 5 � 5 = 25 smearing and deletion options. Global trakdeletion and smearing parameters for 1999 Z0 Monte Carlo are shown in Table 5.2.Note that for some trak types an exess is observed in the data, as the fration oftraks to be removed is negative. As it is not possible to realistially add traks tothe Monte Carlo, this represents a limitation of the trak deletion.5.4.1 QSMEAR smearing performaneThe performane of eah of the smearing options was evaluated by omparing theorreted Monte Carlo impat parameter signi�ane distributions with those in thedata. The e�et of global smearing with no trak deletion is shown in Figure 5.4.The Monte Carlo impat parameter signi�ane resolution has been dereased re-sulting in an improved agreement with the data. The results for the other binningoptions were very similar to the global smearing. This indiated that the trakingdisrepanies between data and Monte Carlo with respet to the impat parameter



5.4 The ALPHA smearing routine QSMEAR 97measurements were not a funtion of trak momentum or diretion. Although thebinning has negligible e�et, it an be onluded that the appliation of smearingdoes result in an improved agreement with the data impat parameter signi�aneresolution.

Figure 5.4: Trak impat parameter signi�ane distributions with global smearing and no trakdeletion for 1999 Z peak data and Monte Carlo. The light (uds), harm () and beauty (b) hadroniontributions to the Monte Carlo are also shown.5.4.2 QSMEAR deletion performaneThe performane of eah of the trak deletion options was evaluated by ompar-ing the orreted QIPBTAG seleted trak multipliities in Monte Carlo with data.Figure 5.5 shows both the original multipliity distribution in Monte Carlo and theorreted distribution with global trak deletion. A lear improvement is seen inthe agreement with data for the trak deleted distribution. However there is now aslight exess in the data trak multipliities. This is to be expeted as the deletionoption allows for the removal of traks, but not the addition of traks in the MonteCarlo. Again, the di�erene in performane with the other binning options was neg-ligible. So even though the deletion does not allow for traks to be added, the use of



98 Performane of the b-tagtrak deletion is seen to improve the agreement with data. The e�et of deletion onthe impat parameter signi�ane distributions was negligible. This was expetedas deletion does not alter the atual impat parameters. Likewise, smearing had noe�et on the multipliity distributions.

Figure 5.5: QIPBTAG seleted trak multipliities for 1999 Z data and Monte Carlo with a) notrak deletion and no smearing and b) global trak deletion and no smearing.
5.5 The e�et of trak smearing on the b-tagHaving asertained that QSMEAR smearing improves the Monte Carlo traking agree-ment with data, the e�et of smearing on the performane of the b-tag was theninvestigated. Measurements of Rb as a funtion of the event b-tag and as a funtionof the thrust angle were made for all three years Z0 data with all smearing optionsand no trak deletion.From Figure 5.6 it an be seen that global smearing with no deletion signi�-antly redues the peak in measured Rb at low seletion ut values and results in amuh atter distribution. Nevertheless, with the exeption of the year 2000 results,statistially Rb is still signi�antly higher than the world average value. Howeverthe systemati error for these measurements is �3 %. With the exeption of theyear 1998 results, the largest disrepanies between Rb and the world average value



5.5 The e�et of trak smearing on the b-tag 99are �2 %, so that these measured values for Rb are generally within one sigma ofthe world average value. The di�erene in performane between eah of the binningoptions was negligible.It was also hoped that the trak smearing would redue the observed dependeneof Rb on the thrust angle. However, although traks ould be smeared as a funtionof the thrust angle, the di�erenes between the performane of eah of the binningoptions was again negligible. Figure 5.7 shows Rb as a funtion of the thrust anglewith and without global smearing and no deletion. As expeted the agreement withthe world average value is improved, but the dependene on the thrust angle is stillwell de�ned for the higher seletion uts. The smearing therefore did not result ina redued thrust angle dependene.

Figure 5.6: Rb as a funtion of the event tag at the Z0 peak for the three years 1998 - 2000 andall data ombined with and without smearing and no deletion. The errors are the statistial errorsonly.The measurements of Rb with Monte Carlo trak smearing with 1998 - 2000 Z0alibration data were seen to agree well with the Standard Model predition and
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Figure 5.7: Rb as a funtion of thrust angle for four seletion uts for all 1998 - 2000 Z0 peakdata with and without smearing and no deletion. The errors are the statistial errors only.



5.5 The e�et of trak smearing on the b-tag 101the world average value. This therefore was evidene of a good b-tag performane atthe Z0 peak. However this does not guarantee that the B event seletion modellingin the Monte Carlo is aurate. An inreasing dependene on the thrust angle withthe B seletion purity is observed, and disrepanies between the B event seletioneÆienies in data and Monte Carlo ould be ompensated for by disrepanies inthe seletion bakgrounds. As the bakgrounds at LEP2 energies were not the sameas those at the Z0 peak, it was important to hek the B eÆieny modelling inMonte Carlo.As it is not possible to measure the B event seletion eÆieny from data, theB hemisphere seletion eÆienies in data and Monte Carlo were ompared. TheB event and B hemisphere seletion eÆienies are both based on the same data,so that the auray of the B hemisphere seletion eÆieny in Monte Carlo willprovide a reasonable guide to the auray of the B event seletion eÆieny inMonte Carlo.Figure 5.8 shows Rb as a funtion of the hemisphere tag with and without smear-ing, and the orresponding ratios of the B hemisphere seletion eÆienies in dataand Monte Carlo. As with the event tag, the smearing has dramatially reduedthe peak in measured Rb at low tag values. However a well de�ned peak is stillevident, indiating that the hemisphere tag is more sensitive to disrepanies in thetraking. The agreement between the data and Monte Carlo B hemisphere seletioneÆienies is also improved with smearing. For the range 1.0 < b-tag < 3.0 theeÆienies in data and Monte Carlo agree well, to within �0.5 % and one sigmaon the statistial error. It is also seen that the better the agreement between thedata and Monte Carlo eÆienies, the loser the value of Rb is to the world average.As the B eÆieny seems well modelled for this range of uts, it is reasonable toassume that the disrepanies for tag uts above 3.0 are a result of low statistis.The disrepany for tag uts less than 1.0 is due in part to low statistis and addi-tionally to traking di�erenes in data and Monte Carlo whih have not been fullyompensated for by the smearing. The di�erene between the performane of theother binning options was negligible.
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Figure 5.8: Rb (top) and the data over Monte Carlo B hemisphere seletion eÆieny ratios(bottom) as a funtion of the hemisphere tag for all 1998 - 2000 Z0 peak data with no smearing(left) and global smearing (right). The errors are statistial errors only.



5.6 The e�et of trak deletion on the b-tag 1035.6 The e�et of trak deletion on the b-tagThe e�et of deletion on the b-tag was then investigated. Measurements of Rb as afuntion of the event b-tag and as a funtion of the thrust angle were made for allthree years Z0 data with all deletion options and no trak smearing.Figure 5.9 shows the ratio of the B hemisphere seletion eÆienies in data andMonte Carlo with global smearing and global deletion, and Rb as a funtion of theevent tag with global smearing and global deletion. The agreement between theeÆienies is dereased with trak deletion, and Rb is now seen to inrease withthe event tag. This deletion behaviour was the same for all binning options, andindependent of the smearing. So although trak deletion resulted in an improvedagreement in the QIPBTAG seleted trak multipliities, the performane of the b-tagwas degraded.

Figure 5.9: The data over Monte Carlo B hemisphere seletion eÆieny ratio with global trakdeletion and global smearing (left) and Rb as a funtion of the event tag for both global smearingwith no trak deletion and global smearing with global trak deletion (right) for all 1998 - 2000 Z0peak data. The errors are the statistial errors only.
5.7 Smearing and deletion at LEP2The use of QSMEAR smearing is seen to improve the agreement between the impatparameter signi�ane distributions and the B hemisphere seletion eÆienies indata and Monte Carlo. Additionally the smearing improves the results for measuredRb with both the event and hemisphere tags as a funtion of the seletion ut, whih



104 Performane of the b-tagagree with the world average and standard model values to within one sigma of thetotal error. For the region where the statistis are maximised the B hemisphere se-letion eÆienies in data and Monte Carlo agree statistially to within one sigma,indiating that the B event seletion eÆieny is also reasonably well modelled inthe Monte Carlo. Disrepanies with the world average were therefore mostly dueto other systemati unertainties, inluding the bakground uds modelling.The use of QSMEAR smearing thus results in a good b-tag performane. Howeverthe results for measured Rb with the hemisphere tag are slightly higher than thosemeasured with the event tag. As an be seen from Figure 5.8, this is probably dueto the small disrepanies between the B seletion eÆienies in data and MonteCarlo. However the use of QSMEAR trak deletion is seen to degrade the tagging per-formane. It is likely that this e�et is due to the inability to add traks in regionsof a trak de�it in the Monte Carlo. It was therefore deided that trak deletionshould not be used for the measurement of Rb at LEP2.As the di�erenes between eah of the smearing binning options was negligible, itwas deided that the LEP2 measurements should use QSMEAR smearing with no bin-ning (global smearing). This minimises the statistial unertainty on the smearingparameters and is onsistent with the smearing used in previous measurements [51℄.The smearing parameters alulated using Z0 data for eah year 1998 - 2000 weretherefore used to smear the impat parameters for LEP2 data taken during the sameyears.5.8 B event seletion eÆieny orretionPrevious measurements have taken the observed thrust angle dependene and thedisrepanies between measured Rb and the world average value as evidene of ade�ieny in the B event seletion eÆieny modelling in Monte Carlo. However,the studies presented here have demonstrated that the B eÆieny modelling in theMonte Carlo appears reasonable and that the di�erenes with the world averagemeasurement are mostly due to other systemati e�ets. The B seletion eÆieny



5.9 W+W� physis study 105dependene on the thrust angle was heked by measuring the B eÆienies in dataand Monte Carlo for two bins of thrust angle �, 0: < os � < 0:5 and 0:5 < os � <0:9. The agreement between data and Monte Carlo was found to be very similarto the global agreement. So although there is an observed thrust angle dependeneat the Z0 peak, it does not seem to be a result of inaurate B physis modelling,and nor does it impat signi�antly on measured Rb. Therefore no thrust angleorretion to the B event seletion eÆieny was applied.5.9 W+W� physis studyAs disussed earlier the tagging of uds events may be responsible for disrepaniesbetween Rb measured with 1998 - 2000 Z0 alibration data and the world averagevalue. In semi-leptoni W+W� events one W deays to a lepton and neutrino,whilst the other W deays hadronially to a quark and anti-quark. Due to the smallmixing angles Vub and Vb from the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) [8℄ matrix,the hadroni deay W+ ! b+  or u and its harge onjugate is rarely seen2. Semi-leptoni W+W� events at LEP2 therefore ontain few B jets and thus provide aonvenient method of heking the uds tagging.5.9.1 Event preseletionIn W+W� prodution the two bosons are bak-to-bak in the entre of mass frame.Due to the large mass and harge of the W a leptoni deay therefore results in asingle and usually isolated high energy (hard) lepton in the event. The neutrinobeing very weakly interating and arrying no harge is invisible. The seletion ofsemi-leptoniW+W� events was therefore based on identifying events with hadroniontent and a single hard, isolated lepton.This study used 189 GeV LEP2 data, from whih the semi-leptoni W+W�preseletion was obtained as follows. First purely leptoni events were suppressedby requiring that there be at least seven harged traks in the event. This removes2There was insuÆient energy at LEP2 for top prodution to allow the deay hannelW+ ! b+tand its harge onjugate, for whih the mixing angle is near unity.



106 Performane of the b-tage+e� ! ll lepton prodution events and W+W� or Z0Z0 prodution events whereboth the bosons deay leptonially. Leptons in the remaining events were identi�edusing the ALPHA lepton identi�ation routine QSELEP [42℄. Isolated hard leptonswere identi�ed by lustering the event as desribed in Setion 4.2 using a yut valueof 0.002. This ensures a loose lustering of the event so that a lepton from oneboson deay is not lustered with the hadroni jet from the seond boson deay.A lepton was then de�ned as being hard and isolated if its energy was greaterthan 10 GeV and at least 90 % of the total jet energy to whih it was lustered.Requiring only one single isolated hard lepton in the event thus suppressed e+e� !qq events and fully hadroni Z0Z0 deays. Additionally this onstraint suppressedany semi-leptoni Z0Z0 deays in whih two hard isolated leptons are generally seenin the event3. Events satisfying these riteria therefore onstituted the semi-leptoniW+W� preseletion. Aording to Monte Carlo the Z0Z0, qq and fully hadroniW+W� bakground was �4 %.5.9.2 Jet taggingEah event (minus the identi�ed hard lepton) in the preseletion was then lusteredinto two jets, and eah jet tagged as desribed in Setion 4.6.2. A seond purer sam-ple of uds jets was also prepared by suppressing  jets. Due to the spin polarisationof the W , the forward-bakward asymmetries of the W deay partons do not anel.Therefore the prodution of eah uds quark avour is not isotropi in the W restframe. A lear asymmetry is seen in Figure 5.10 whih shows the number of udsand  jets in 189 GeV Monte Carlo as a funtion of the jet axis angle os � in theW rest frame. By seleting forward jets with os � > 0: in the W rest frame a purersample of uds jets may thus be obtained.The number of jets seleted as a funtion of the b-tag in 189 GeV data andMonte Carlo for both the original jet sample and the purer uds sample, are shownin Figures 5.11(a) and (b). For both samples the Monte Carlo is seen to agree wellwith the data. The seletion eÆienies for both samples as a funtion of the b-tag3Of ourse a lepton may pass down the beam pipe and therefore not be deteted.



5.9 W+W� physis study 107are shown in Figures 5.11() and (d). Again a good agreement between data andMonte Carlo is seen. The disagreement for b-tag values > 3.0 is due to low statistisas it is not possible to have frational events in data!Although it was not possible to derive a quantitative onlusion from this studydue to the diÆulties of onverting jet tags to hemisphere or event tags, the resultswere enouraging. In the regions of suÆient statistis data and Monte Carlo wereseen to agree well and thus greatly inreased on�dene in the Monte Carlo udsmodelling.

Figure 5.10: The angular distribution in the W rest frame of hadroni jets in 189 GeV semi-leptoni W+W� Monte Carlo. The separate uds and  ontributions are shown, demonstrating awell de�ned asymmetry.



108 Performane of the b-tag

Figure 5.11: The number of jets seleted (top) and the seletion eÆienies (bottom) as a funtionof the b-tag for both the original semi-leptoni W+W� jet sample (left) and the purer uds sample(right) in 189 GeV data and Monte Carlo. The separate light (uds), harm () and bakgroundontributions to the Monte Carlo are also shown.
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Chapter 6Rb at 189 - 207 GeV using anevent and hemisphere tag

6.1 IntrodutionHaving asertained the b-tag performane at the Z0 peak measurements of Rb werethen made at the LEP2 energies of 189 - 207 GeV. The e�et of trak smearing washeked and a seletion ut hosen for eah tag based on the minimisation of thetotal errors. The hosen seletion uts for eah tag were then used to extrat the�nal values of Rb at eah energy.This hapter �rst presents a brief review of the analysis method. This is followedby a disussion on the extrapolation of the e�ets seen at LEP1 energies to LEP2energies and a review of the smearing performane at LEP2 using Z0 alibratedsmearing parameters. The error analysis and the hoie of seletion ut is thendesribed. The values of Rb obtained with eah tag for all energies at 189 - 207 GeV,with the hosen seletion uts, are then presented.6.2 MethodHadroni events were seleted from data reorded by the ALEPH detetor duringthe three years 1998 - 2000 at eah LEP2 energy point of 189, 192, 196, 200, 202, 205and 207 GeV as desribed in Setion 4.5. All Monte Carlo traks were then globallysmeared using the smearing parameters alulated from the appropriate year's Z0



110 Rb at 189 - 207 GeV using an event and hemisphere tagalibration data as desribed in Setion 5.4. Next eah event and hemisphere inthe resulting preseletion samples was tagged as desribed in Setion 4.6.2. Valuesfor Rb were then alulated for a range of seletion uts with both the event andhemisphere tags as desribed in Setions 4.6.4 and 4.6.6. Values for the statistialerrors and all the systemati unertainties onsidered were also alulated for bothtags at eah seletion ut. This allowed the seletion ut used to extrat the �nalvalues of Rb at eah energy point to be hosen aording to the minimisation of thetotal frational error. All the systemati unertainties onsidered in this analysisand their evaluation are desribed in Chapter 7. Results for the whole 189 - 207 GeVdata set were obtained by summing the data and normalised Monte Carlo event orhemisphere samples at eah energy. For example:Nallpre = i=7Xi=1 N ipre ; Nallsel = i=7Xi=1 N isel (6.1)where Nallpre and Nallsel are the total number of preseleted and seleted events or hemi-spheres respetively for the whole 189 - 207 GeV data set, with N ipre and N isel thenumber of preseleted and seleted events or hemispheres respetively for energy i.The number of data events and the estimated bakground ontent from MonteCarlo in eah preseletion sample for energies between 189 and 207 GeV are shownin Table 6.1. The Standard Model ross-setions used to alulate the number ofevents or hemispheres in the preseletion and seletion bakgrounds at eah energyare shown in Table 6.2.6.3 Extrapolation of LEP1 e�ets to high energyAlthough impat parameter signi�ane magnitudes may be onsidered reasonablyindependent of the interation energy as argued in Setion 5.2, it was not lear howwell e�ets measured with Z0 data would atually transport to LEP2 energies. Themain possible reasons for di�erenes in the b-tag behaviour at LEP2 energies are:� Impat parameter signi�ane magnitudes having some dependene on theinteration energy.



6.3 Extrapolation of LEP1 e�ets to high energy 111
Energy Preseletion Sample(GeV) Data Events Bakground189 2952 315192 485 52196 1256 137200 1279 140202 611 63205 1136 121207 1831 198Total 9550 1027Table 6.1: The number of events in the data preseletion samples for eah energy between 189and 207 GeV and the Monte Carlo estimated bakground ontributions (to the nearest integer).

Energy Standard Model ross-setions (nb�1)(GeV) uu dd ss  bb W+W� Z0Z0189 0.004896 0.003205 0.003205 0.004896 0.003227 0.016560 0.002759192 0.004712 0.003064 0.003064 0.004713 0.003086 0.016899 0.002823196 0.004479 0.002886 0.002886 0.004480 0.002909 0.017185 0.002855200 0.004264 0.002724 0.002724 0.004264 0.002748 0.017383 0.002847202 0.004156 0.002644 0.002644 0.004157 0.002668 0.017442 0.002847205 0.003999 0.002529 0.002529 0.004000 0.002553 0.017523 0.002830207 0.003926 0.002475 0.002475 0.003927 0.002500 0.017537 0.002810Table 6.2: The Standard Model ross-setions at 189 - 207 GeV used to estimate the preseletionand seletion bakgrounds.



112 Rb at 189 - 207 GeV using an event and hemisphere tag� Greater fragmentation at LEP2 energies resulting in higher trak multipliities.Additionally as the B deay multipliity is independent of energy, the frationof traks from seondary verties is redued.� Additional ontributions to the bakground. Energies of 189 GeV and aboveexeed the threshold for W -pair and Z-pair prodution. Initial state radiationalso results in hadroni radiative return bakground.Due to insuÆient statistis the smearing parameters used for the LEP2 measure-ments were alulated from Z0 alibration data. It was therefore neessary to hekthe e�et of smearing 189 - 207 GeV Monte Carlo with Z0 alibrated smearingparameters.6.3.1 Smearing performane at 189 - 207 GeVMeasurements of Rb as a funtion of the event tag were made for all 189 - 207 GeVdata both with and without global smearing using the smearing parameters alu-lated from Z0 alibration data. Figure 6.1(a) shows Rb as a funtion of the eventtag for all 189 - 207 GeV data ombined with no smearing. Similarly to the Z0results a well de�ned peak is seen for low seletion ut values. From Figure 6.1(b)global smearing is seen to redue this peak resulting in a atter distribution. How-ever a peak still remains indiating that although the b-tag performane has beenimproved, the smearing does not fully orret for traking disrepanies betweendata and Monte Carlo at low seletion ut values.Measurements of Rb were then made as a funtion of the hemisphere tag for all189 - 207 GeV data both with and without global smearing. The B hemisphereseletion eÆienies in data and Monte Carlo were also ompared. From Figure 6.2the smearing is again seen to improve the b-tag performane with a redution in thepeak. Additionally from Figure 6.2 the smearing is also seen to result in a loseragreement between the data and Monte Carlo B hemisphere seletion eÆienies atlow seletion ut values.



6.4 Optimum seletion ut 113Measurements of Rb at 189 - 207 GeV were also made with all the other smearingand deletion options. The di�erene in performane between the di�erent smearingoptions was again negligible. The use of trak deletion was seen to have a negligiblee�et on the results, independent of any smearing. It was therefore onluded thatglobal smearing with no deletion should be used for the LEP2 analysis.

Figure 6.1: Rb as a funtion of the event tag with no smearing (left) and global smearing (right)for all 189 - 207 GeV data ombined.
6.4 Optimum seletion utThe optimum seletion ut for both the event and hemisphere tags was taken to bethe point where the total frational error on Rb was minimised. Figure 6.3 showsthe statistial, systemati and total frational errors on Rb with both the event andhemisphere tags for all 189 - 207 GeV data ombined. The optimum seletion utfor eah tag was found by �tting a polynomial to the total error points and solvingfor the minimum point. A good �t for both the event and hemisphere tags wasahieved using a third order polynomial:y = ax3 + bx2 + x + d (6.2)with the oeÆients shown in Table 6.3. The minimum point is where �y=�x = 0,whih gives a ut value of 2.8 for the event tag and 2.4 for the hemisphere tag.Combining the statistis from all energies allowed the most aurate determinationof the optimum seletion ut. These ut values were therefore also used for the mea-surements at eah individual energy point. The resulting seletion samples obtainedwith both the event and hemisphere tags are shown in Table 6.4.



114 Rb at 189 - 207 GeV using an event and hemisphere tag

Figure 6.2: Rb (top) and the data over Monte Carlo B hemisphere seletion eÆieny ratios(bottom) as a funtion of the hemisphere tag for all 189 - 207 GeV data with no smearing (left)and global smearing (right). The errors are statistial errors only.Tag a b  dHemisphere �0.00055 0.02366 �0.10571 0.21220Event �0.00444 0.04685 �0.15571 0.22018Table 6.3: The four oeÆients used in the total frational error third order polynomial �t forboth the event and hemisphere tags.Energy Event Seletion Hemisphere Seletion(GeV) Data Bakground Data Bakground189 354 68 545 151192 53 11 84 25196 144 30 231 66200 163 30 250 66202 58 13 91 30205 115 25 175 56207 205 40 329 90Total 1902 217 1705 483Table 6.4: The number of events and hemispheres seleted in data and the Monte Carlo estimatedbakgrounds (to the nearest integer).



6.5 The event and hemisphere tag results 115

Figure 6.3: The statistial and systemati frational errors (left) and the total frational error(right) on Rb for all 189 - 207 GeV data ombined as a funtion of the event tag (top) and thehemisphere tag (bottom).6.5 The event and hemisphere tag resultsRb as a funtion of the event and hemisphere tags for all 189 - 207 GeV dataombined is shown in Figure 6.4. Table 6.5 shows the results for Rb at eah LEP2energy point between 189 and 207 GeV, and for all the data ombined, measuredwith the event tag and a seletion ut of 2.8. The results for Rb using the hemispheretag and a seletion ut of 2.4 are shown in Table 6.6. All the systemati errorsonsidered in this analysis are desribed in Chapter 7. The individual systematierrors evaluated for the event tag are shown in Table 7.21 and for the hemisphere tagin Table 7.22. The statistial errors were evaluated as desribed in Setion 4.9. Theevent tag results and the hemisphere tag results as a funtion of energy, together withthe previously published ALEPH results for Rb, are shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6respetively.



116 Rb at 189 - 207 GeV using an event and hemisphere tag

Figure 6.4: Rb as a funtion of the event tag (top) and the hemisphere tag (bottom) for all 189- 207 GeV data ombined. The Standard model predition for Rb, the statistial errors and totalerrors are also shown.



6.5 The event and hemisphere tag results 117
Energy Event tag results(GeV) Rb �stat �syst �total189 0.15008 0.01033 0.00624 0.01207192 0.13609 0.02430 0.00739 0.02540196 0.14001 0.01540 0.00523 0.01626200 0.16309 0.01624 0.00806 0.01813202 0.12106 0.02079 0.01118 0.02361205 0.12770 0.01570 0.00986 0.01854207 0.13781 0.01280 0.00838 0.01530189 - 207 0.14236 0.00564 0.00611 0.00832Table 6.5: The event tag results for eah LEP2 energy point between 189 and 207 GeV and alldata ombined. The statistial, systemati and total errors are also shown.

Energy Hemisphere tag results(GeV) Rb �stat �syst �total189 0.15054 0.02004 0.00690 0.02120192 0.21387 0.08910 0.02866 0.09359196 0.14702 0.03039 0.01011 0.03203200 0.17667 0.03522 0.00923 0.03641202 0.10347 0.03666 0.01729 0.04053205 0.13314 0.03497 0.01163 0.03685207 0.17622 0.03259 0.00802 0.03356189 - 207 0.15138 0.01200 0.00692 0.01385Table 6.6: The hemisphere tag results for eah LEP2 energy point between 189 and 207 GeV andall data ombined. The statistial, systemati and total errors are also shown.
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Figure 6.5: Rb at eah energy and all data ombined (189 - 207 GeV) measured with the eventtag, plus the results previously published by ALEPH [3℄. The Standard Model predition for Rbas a funtion of energy is also shown.

Figure 6.6: Rb at eah energy and all data ombined (189 - 207 GeV) measured with the hemi-sphere tag, plus the results previously published by ALEPH [3℄. The Standard Model preditionfor Rb as a funtion of energy is also shown.
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Chapter 7Systemati errors

7.1 IntrodutionDue to the low statistis of LEP2 data the dominant error in the measurement of Rbis the statistial error. Therefore very preise evaluations of the systemati errorsare not neessary. For example no detailed studies of harm physis were made inthis analysis. The unertainties evaluated were thus more general estimations of themain ontributions to the systemati error on Rb.This hapter disusses the treatment and evaluation of all the systemati e�etsonsidered in this analysis. The resulting errors are presented for eah energy withboth the event and hemisphere tag methods. The alibration of the event tag withthe hemisphere tag and the alulation of the �nal errors is disussed in Chapter 8.7.2 Evaluation of systemati errorsSystemati errors on Rb were evaluated by weighting events, hanging uts or adjust-ing theoretial parameters as desribed in the following setions. The resulting erroron Rb was alulated aording to standard error propagation. If Rb = Rb(x; y; ::)where x and y are parameters from data or Monte Carlo then�2Rb = � �x�Rb�2 �2x + � �y�Rb�2 �2y + ::: (7.1)where the values for �x, �y et. were taken as the di�erene in the values of x and yobtained when applying the systemati e�et. Eah parameter was assumed to beindependent.



120 Systemati errorsEnergy �Rb (yut � 50 %)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00366 0.00424192 0.00523 0.02212196 0.00155 0.00434200 0.00666 0.00633202 0.00853 0.01216205 0.00840 0.00840207 0.00450 0.00654189 - 207 0.00319 0.00289Table 7.1: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to yut.7.3 The yut jet lustering parameterThe ALPHA b-tagging routine QIPBTAG uses jet axes in determining the interationpoint. The way that traks are lustered will therefore a�et the alulated primaryvertex position and thus the measured impat parameters. The lustering alsodetermines what traks are used in the tagging alulation as traks in �fth orderedjets and below are disarded. Additionally if a jet axis is rede�ned suh that animpat parameter falls in the opposite hemisphere, then that impat parameter willhange sign. The way that jets are lustered may therefore lead to di�erenes in thetraks seleted, the impat parameters of those traks and their sign. The standardALEPH yut value is 0.01. In order to estimate the unertainty on Rb due to thehoie of yut, this value was varied by �50 % in data, Monte Carlo and in thealulation of the smearing parameters. The two error values �Rb obtained for yut+50 % and yut �50 % were averaged to obtain the systemati unertainty for eahenergy due to yut, whih are shown in Table 7.1.7.4 QIPBTAG trak seletionTrak impat parameters are the raw input for the b-tag and therefore the QIPBTAGtrak seletion was looked at in some detail. Figure 7.1 shows the distribution ofALEPH \good" 1 trak multipliities before QIPBTAG trak seletion and the trakmultipliities for the traks remaining after QIPBTAG trak seletion in data and1De�nition later in the setion.



7.4 QIPBTAG trak seletion 121Monte Carlo. It an be seen that before any trak seletion uts the multipliitydistributions for good traks in data and Monte Carlo agree well. However theQIPBTAG seleted trak multipliity distributions in data and Monte Carlo are notseen to agree so well, with a di�erene between the mean of the two distributions of�0.75 traks.The trak type distributions for all traks in data and Monte Carlo beforeQIPBTAG seletion are shown in Figure 7.2 (a), whilst the trak type distributionfor all remaining traks after QIPBTAG seletion is shown in Figure 7.2 (b). The fra-tion of traks seleted (the ratio of remaining traks over initial traks) in data andMonte Carlo is shown in Figure 7.2 (), with the data over Monte Carlo seletionfration ratios shown in Figure 7.2 (d). From these �gures it an be seen that thefration of traks seleted for trak types 1, 2 and 4 are very similar in data andMonte Carlo. However the frations seleted for types 5 and 7 do not agree so well.For all traks the di�erene in the frations of traks seleted is �10 %. Numerialvalues for the number of traks in data and Monte Carlo and the frations seletedare shown in Table 7.2. From this table it may be seen that although the frationsseleted of the statistially dominant types 1, 2 and 4 agree well, the disrepanybetween data and Monte Carlo in the fration of all traks seleted is introduedprimarily by a) the fration of type 5 traks seleted and b) the removal of all type 0traks. Additionally it an be seen from the numbers of all initial and �nal traksin data that the mean trak multipliity for all traks in data is initially higherthan the Monte Carlo, but after trak seletion is lower. As the initial good trakdistributions in data and Monte Carlo agree well, this is indiative of exess poorquality traks in the data ompared to Monte Carlo before trak seletion.QIPBTAG does not make spei� use of ALEPH de�ned good traks. These arede�ned as traks whih:� Have at least four hits in the TPC.� Originate from within a ylinder of radius 2 m (theD0 oordinate) and length10 m (the Z0 oordinate) entred on the interation point.



122 Systemati errors� Have os � < 0:95 to ensure VDET aeptane.The uts imposed by QIPBTAG to selet traks are as follows:� All V0 (type 3) traks are removed.� Traks must have a momentum of at least 400 MeV.� Traks must not have a momentum greater than 40 GeV.� Traks must have at least four hits in the TPC.� All type 0 traks are removed.� The �2 of the trak helix �t divided by the number of degrees of freedom mustbe less than 6.0.� Traks must have D0 < 2:0 m and Z0 < 5:0 m. Additionally the error fromthe trak �tting on both D0 and Z0 must be less than 5.0 m.� Traks in 5th momentum ordered jets and below are removed.� The angle between a trak and its jet must not be greater than 45 degrees.The minimum number of hits required in the TPC is exatly the same as the ut usedin the de�nition of an ALEPH good trak. The D0=Z0 requirement is a stronger utthan that used for the good trak de�nition, and has an additional restrition on themaximum permissible error from the trak �tting on these oordinates. There is nodiret overlap with respet to the good trak requirement that os � < 0:95. How-ever the ombination of the other QIPBTAG uts results in only negligible numbersof poor quality traks being seleted. Virtually all (�99.5 %) of QIPBTAG seletedtraks therefore onform to the ALEPH good trak de�nition.The initial exess of poor quality traks in data is therefore not important. How-ever it has been shown that whilst the initial multipliity distributions of good traksin data and Monte Carlo agreed well, the �nal seleted distributions did not agreeso well. The QIPBTAG trak seletion therefore introdues disrepanies between the



7.4 QIPBTAG trak seletion 123MC trak type seletion Data trak type seletion F/ITrak Type Initial Final F/I Initial Final F/I ratioType 0 85117 - - 100622 - - -Type 1 163797 128959 0.787 153181 120101 0.784 0.996Type 2 19713 9413 0.478 18973 9236 0.487 1.019Type 3 - - - - - - -Type 4 44873 13206 0.294 46239 13414 0.290 0.986Type 5 32379 559 0.017 44488 561 0.013 0.765Type 6 2293 - - 2644 - - -Type 7 2191 260 0.119 2344 374 0.160 1.345Type 8 4018 - - 4779 - - -Type 9 6487 - - 8140 - - -All types 360868 152397 0.422 381410 143686 0.377 0.893Table 7.2: The number of traks before and after QIPBTAG seletion and the orresponding sele-tion fration by trak type in data and Monte Carlo for 189 - 207 GeV. Note that for larity errorshave been omitted.fration of good traks seleted in data and Monte Carlo. The e�et of the QIPBTAGseletion uts was therefore investigated.Figure 7.3 (a) shows the number of good traks in data and Monte Carlo re-maining after suessive trak seletion uts, whilst Figure 7.3 (b) shows the orre-sponding fration of traks remaining. The data over Monte Carlo ratio of the trakfrations remaining after eah ut is shown in Figure 7.3 (), with the hange in thisratio between suessive uts shown in Figure 7.3 (d). Table 7.3 shows the numerialvalues for the fration of traks remaining after eah ut in data and Monte Carlo,along with the data over Monte Carlo ratio and the hange in the ratio betweenuts. It an be learly seen from Figure 7.3 () and (d) that the uts whih result inthe largest disrepanies between data and Monte Carlo are the momentum greaterthan 400 MeV ut, the type 0 ut and the D0=Z0 ut.An upper limit on the systemati e�et of the disrepanies in the trak seletionintrodued by these three uts was estimated by suppressing these uts, thus elim-inating the di�erenes in the trak seletion between data and Monte Carlo. Theresulting systemati errors for eah energy are shown in Table 7.4.
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Figure 7.1: ALEPH \good" trak multipliities before QIPBTAG trak seletion (top) and QIPBTAGseleted trak multipliities (bottom) in data and Monte Carlo for 189 - 207 GeV. The uds, , b ,W -pair and Z-pair ontributions to the Monte Carlo are shown.
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Figure 7.2: Trak type distributions in data and Monte Carlo for 189 - 207 GeV before (a) andafter (b) QIPBTAG trak seletion. The fration of traks remaining after QIPBTAG seletion in dataand Monte Carlo is shown in (), with the data over Monte Carlo ratio of the remaining trakfrations shown in (d).
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Figure 7.3: The number of traks remaining after suessive QIPBTAG trak seletion uts (a) andthe orresponding remaining fration of traks (b) in data and Monte Carlo for 189 - 207 GeV.The data over Monte Carlo ratio of the remaining trak frations in shown in (), with the hangein the ratio of remaining trak frations between suessive uts shown in (d).
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Seletion ut Fration kept Fration kept Data/MC Perentagein data in MC ratio hangeV0 0.9601 � 0.0004 0.9592 � 0.0001 1.0009 � 0.0004 1.0009 � 0.0013P > 400 MeV 0.8792 � 0.0007 0.8820 � 0.0001 0.9968 � 0.0008 0.9959 � 0.0013P < 40 GeV 0.8708 � 0.0007 0.8738 � 0.0001 0.9966 � 0.0008 0.9998 � 0.0015TPC hits > 4 0.8708 � 0.0007 0.8738 � 0.0001 0.9966 � 0.0008 1.0000 � 0.0015Type 0 traks 0.8423 � 0.0008 0.8505 � 0.0001 0.9904 � 0.0009 0.9938 � 0.0015�2 0.8415 � 0.0008 0.8500 � 0.0001 0.9900 � 0.0009 0.9996 � 0.0015D0=Z0 0.7851 � 0.0009 0.7982 � 0.0002 0.9835 � 0.0011 0.9934 � 0.00155th jet traks 0.7838 � 0.0009 0.7967 � 0.0002 0.9837 � 0.0011 1.0002 � 0.0017os � < 0:95 0.7350 � 0.0009 0.7494 � 0.0002 0.9808 � 0.0012 0.9970 � 0.0017Table 7.3: QIPBTAG trak seletion in data and Monte Carlo for 189 - 207 GeV.

Energy �Rb (p > 400 MeV) �Rb (D0=Z0) �Rb (Type 0)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag Event tag Hemi tag Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00297 0.00458 0.00118 0.00035 0.00002 0.00003192 0.00371 0.01774 0.00026 0.00049 0.00006 0.00001196 0.00327 0.00820 0.00026 0.00275 0.00002 0.00011200 0.00235 0.00592 0.00022 0.00052 0.00003 0.00005202 0.00580 0.01195 0.00161 0.00044 0.00140 0.00064205 0.00332 0.00705 0.00153 0.00133 0.00006 0.00011207 0.00599 0.00221 0.00097 0.00155 0.00004 0.00006189 - 207 0.00366 0.00551 0.00046 0.00049 0.00008 0.00004Table 7.4: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to the QIPBTAG p > 400 MeV, D0=Z0and type 0 trak seletion uts.



128 Systemati errorsEnergy �Rb (Smearing parameters)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00104 0.00138192 0.00063 0.00166196 0.00068 0.00112200 0.00064 0.00131202 0.00186 0.00057205 0.00126 0.00212207 0.00112 0.00218189 - 207 0.00099 0.00146Table 7.5: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to the smearing parameters.7.5 Impat parameter smearingThe smearing parameters were subjet to a statistial unertainty due to the �nitestatistis available in the Z0 peak alibration data and Monte Carlo. A systematierror due to the statistial errors on the smearing parameters was evaluated for eahenergy by adjusting the smearing parameters by their error. The resulting errors onRb are shown in Table 7.5.7.6 B physisFor any measurement whih involves the seletion of e+e� ! bb events the B mod-elling in data and Monte Carlo must agree well. It was therefore important that thephysis of B prodution and deay was well reprodued in the Monte Carlo.Seondary vertex impat parameter magnitudes are a funtion of the B lifetimeand the number of impat parameters a funtion of the B deay multipliity. Addi-tionally eah B speies has its own mean lifetime and multipliity. It was thereforeimportant for good b-tagging in the Monte Carlo that the lifetimes, multipliitiesand B prodution rates were well modelled.7.6.1 The B lifetimeThe urrent measured values for the mean lifetimes of the di�erent B speies wereused as input parameters in the Monte Carlo. From Figure 7.4 a) it may be seen



7.6 B physis 129Speies � (s � 10�12) �� (s � 10�12)B� 1.653 0.028B0 1.548 0.032Bs 1.493 0.062Other 1.229 0.080Mean 1.576 0.016Table 7.6: The urrent measured values for the B mean lifetimes and their errors. Taken fromreferene [8℄.that there is a good agreement between the B mean lifetime for all B speies inthe Monte Carlo and the measured values shown in Table 7.6. However the erroron these lifetime measurements means that the B deay times in the Monte Carlomay not be modelled orretly. In order to estimate the resulting unertainty onRb, eah B hadron in the Monte Carlo was assigned a weight as follows.The number N� (t) of unstable (deaying) partiles with mean lifetime � deayingat time t is desribed by the well known exponential deay law:N� (t) / e�t=� : (7.2)If the mean lifetime is hanged by its error �� then the number of partiles deayingat time t hanges by a fator W�W� = N�+�� (t)N� (t) = e�t=(�+��)e�t=� (7.3)where N�+�� (t) and N� (t) are the number of partiles deaying at time t with meanlifetimes � +�� and � respetively. This fator W� was therefore the weight appliedto eah B hadron in the Monte Carlo. The weight for a hemisphere or event wasthen taken as the produt of the weights for eah of the B hadrons in that event orhemisphere. The B lifetime event weight distribution for all 189 - 207 GeV MonteCarlo is shown in Figure 7.4 (b). The resulting systemati errors are shown inTable 7.7.7.6.2 The B multipliityUnlike the B lifetime the urrent measurements for the mean B deay multipliitieswere not used as input parameters in the Monte Carlo. Any disrepanies between



130 Systemati errors

Figure 7.4: The B deay times in 189 - 207 GeV Monte Carlo for all B speies (a), and theresulting B lifetime event weights for all B speies (b).
Energy �Rb (B lifetime)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00022 0.00003192 0.00019 0.00006196 0.00019 0.00001200 0.00019 0.00001202 0.00014 0.00002205 0.00017 0.00002207 0.00013 0.00002189 - 207 0.00018 0.00001Table 7.7: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to the B lifetime.



7.6 B physis 131the deay multipliity distributions in data and Monte Carlo will therefore leadto a systemati unertainty on Rb. The B deay multipliity distribution may beapproximated by a Gaussian funtion, so that the number of B deays N(�) withmean multipliity � deaying with multipliity � is given by:N(�) / e(���)2=2�2 (7.4)where � is the root mean square (rms) width of the multipliity distribution. Fig-ure 7.5 (a) shows the multipliity distribution for all B speies in 189 - 207 GeVMonte Carlo and the resulting Gaussian approximation. If for a given B speies themean deay multipliity in data is �data and the mean multipliity in Monte Carlois �MC , then the weight W� for eah B deay with multipliity � is:W� = Ndata(�)NMC(�) = e(���data)2=2�2MCe(���MC)2=2�2MC (7.5)where Ndata(�) and NMC(�) are the number of B hadrons deaying with multipliity� in data and Monte Carlo respetively. It should be noted that as no measurementfor the rms width of the B deay multipliity has been made, the value for therms width in data is approximated with the width from the Monte Carlo. Currentlythere are also no reliable measurements of the mean deay multipliities for separateB speies, only a single measurement for all speies. The values for the mean deaymultipliities in data for eah of the B speies were therefore estimated as:�sdata ' �sMC +��all (7.6)where �sdata is the estimated mean deay multipliity in data for speies s, �sMC isthe mean multipliity in Monte Carlo for speies s and ��all is de�ned as:��all = �alldata � �allMC (7.7)where �alldata is the urrent measured value of the mean multipliity for all B hadronsand �allMC the mean multipliity for all B hadrons in Monte Carlo. The value of themeasured mean multipliity for all B hadrons �alldata was taken as 4.955 � 0.062 fromreferene [52℄. The root mean square values for the data distributions were taken tobe the same as the rms values �MC for the Monte Carlo distributions.



132 Systemati errorsEnergy �Rb (B multipliity)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00055 0.00002192 0.00051 0.00008196 0.00055 0.00003200 0.00080 0.00003202 0.00062 0.00002205 0.00048 0.00002207 0.00054 0.00004189 - 207 0.00059 0.00002Table 7.8: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to the B multipliity.The weight for a hemisphere or event was then taken as the produt of theweights of all the B deays in that event or hemisphere. The B multipliity eventweight distribution for all B hadrons in 189 - 207 GeV Monte Carlo is shown inFigure 7.5 (b). The resulting systemati errors are shown in Table 7.8.

Figure 7.5: The B multipliity distribution in 189 - 207 GeV Monte Carlo for all B speies (a),and the resulting B multipliity event weights for all B speies (b).7.6.3 The B prodution frationsDi�erent B speies have di�erent mean deay multipliities and lifetimes, introdu-ing a systemati unertainty if the prodution frations of the di�erent B speies in



7.7 Jet rates 133Monte Carlo do not math those in data. The numbers of the di�erent B speiespresent in 189 - 207 GeV Monte Carlo (normalised to 10,000 events) are shown inFigure 7.6. The orresponding prodution frations and the urrent measured val-ues are shown in Table 7.9. The Monte Carlo prodution frations agree with themeasured values to within two sigma. Therefore for simpliity the weights appliedto eah B hadron in the Monte Carlo orresponded to the errors on the measuredprodution frations. The resulting systemati errors for B� and B0 produtionare shown in Table 7.10. The systemati errors for Bs prodution and all other Bspeies prodution are shown in Table 7.11.

Figure 7.6: B speies prodution in 189 - 207 GeV Monte Carlo, normalised to 10,000 events.
7.7 Jet ratesIt was onsidered possible that the tagging of events and hemispheres may havebeen dependent on the number of jets lustered (jet topology). If the jet topolo-gies in data and Monte Carlo did not math, then this would introdue a soure of



134 Systemati errorsSpeies NMCB fMCB (%) fdataB (%)B� 281764 40.9 38.9 � 1.3B0 279622 40.6 38.9 � 1.3Bs 67550 9.8 10.7 � 1.4Other 59893 8.7 11.6 � 2.0Table 7.9: B prodution frations in 189 - 207 GeV Monte Carlo and the urrent measured values,taken from referene [8℄. The statistial errors on the Monte Carlo frations are negligible.
Energy �Rb (B� prodution) �Rb (B0 prodution)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00003 0.00000 0.00001 0.00000192 0.00003 0.00003 0.00000 0.00002196 0.00002 0.00002 0.00001 0.00002200 0.00004 0.00005 0.00000 0.00000202 0.00001 0.00000 0.00002 0.00001205 0.00002 0.00004 0.00001 0.00006207 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001189 - 207 0.00002 0.00001 0.00001 0.00002Table 7.10: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to the B� and B0 prodution frations.
Energy �Rb (Bs prodution) �Rb (Bother prodution)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00005 0.00003 0.00016 0.00005192 0.00000 0.00006 0.00013 0.00010196 0.00001 0.00007 0.00016 0.00003200 0.00002 0.00011 0.00018 0.00001202 0.00003 0.00000 0.00009 0.00002205 0.00002 0.00000 0.00011 0.00001207 0.00002 0.00000 0.00012 0.00001189 - 207 0.00001 0.00003 0.00014 0.00001Table 7.11: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to the Bs and Bother produtionfrations.



7.8 Hadroni bakground modelling 135systemati error. The tagging of events with two, three and four jets in data andMonte was therefore investigated, along with a omparison of the jet topologies.In Figure 7.7 it may be seen that the jet topologies for all preseleted events in189 - 207 GeV data and Monte Carlo agree well. Additionally it an also be seenthat the fration of two, three and four jet events as a funtion of the event tagin both data and Monte Carlo agree well, to within one sigma on the statistialerror. Therefore it is not important if the tagging is dependent on the number ofjets lustered. However the atness of the plots demonstrates that the tagging is infat independent of the number of jets.Due to the good agreement between the jet topologies in data and Monte Carlo,it was therefore unneessary to inlude any systemati error on Rb.

Figure 7.7: The jet lustering distributions for all preseleted events in 189 - 207 GeV data andMonte Carlo (left) and the fration of two, three and four jet events as a funtion of the event tag(right).
7.8 Hadroni bakground modellingThe measurement of Rb is dependent on aurate modelling of the uds and  bak-grounds in the Monte Carlo. A peak in the measurement of Rb using Z alibration



136 Systemati errorsdata for low ut values with the event tag indiated that the bakgrounds in MonteCarlo may not aurately reprodue the data. This was one of the motivations forsmearing the impat parameters. This hypothesis was supported by the disrepan-ies between the B eÆienies measured in data (whih is a funtion of the MonteCarlo estimated bakgrounds) and Monte Carlo using the hemisphere tag for lowut values.7.8.1 Non-radiative hadroni bakgroundThe unertainty on the uds and  bakgrounds was estimated using the hemispheretag, by adjusting the uds and  eÆienies for eah hemisphere ut value so that theB hemisphere eÆienies in data and Monte Carlo mathed. For eah seletion uton the b-tag the uds and  eÆienies were varied by �100 % in 1 % inrements,resulting in a total of 200 � 200 di�erent eÆieny ombinations. The value for theB eÆieny in data was alulated for eah uds and  eÆieny ombination, andthe result ompared to the Monte Carlo estimated B eÆieny.As the eÆienies were inremented in �nite steps of 1 %, an exat math in theB eÆienies was generally not seen. A B eÆieny math was therefore de�ned asthe ombination of uds and  eÆienies whih immediately preeded a hange in thesign of the di�erene between the two B eÆienies, or when the two B eÆieniesagreed to within 0.5 %. These riteria resulted in multiple possible ombinationsof the uds and  eÆienies for eah ut. A single ombination was then seletedby hoosing the ombination whih minimised the hange to both the uds and eÆienies.It is extremely diÆult to onvert a hemisphere unertainty for a given ut valueto an equivalent event unertainty. The hemisphere unertainties obtained weretherefore used to put an approximate upper limit on the uds and  bakground un-ertainties for both event and hemisphere tags. For the region between a hemisphereseletion ut of 1.5 and 3.5, where statistis are maximised, the hange required forboth the uds and  eÆienies was found to be �11 %. This unertainty was there-fore applied to both the uds and  eÆienies estimated from Monte Carlo for both



7.9 Standard Model ross-setions 137Energy �Rb (uds bakground) �Rb ( bakground)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00063 0.00008 0.00236 0.00202192 0.00062 0.00012 0.00231 0.00316196 0.00065 0.00008 0.00236 0.00214200 0.00068 0.00008 0.00235 0.00230202 0.00064 0.00007 0.00214 0.00216205 0.00068 0.00008 0.00228 0.00246207 0.00067 0.00008 0.00222 0.00250189 - 207 0.00065 0.00008 0.00230 0.00224Table 7.12: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to the uds and  bakgrounds.Energy �Rb (Radiative bakground)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00266 0.00128192 0.00251 0.00176196 0.00255 0.00128200 0.00265 0.00129202 0.00213 0.00122205 0.00223 0.00133207 0.00230 0.00130189 - 207 0.00247 0.00129Table 7.13: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to radiative bakground.the event and hemisphere tags for all ut values. The resulting systemati errors onRb for all energies are shown in Table 7.12.7.8.2 Radiative hadroni bakgroundDue to the small radiative bakground ontent it was diÆult to asertain how wellmodelled the radiative bakground was in Monte Carlo. A systemati error on Rbwas estimated by varying this bakground by � 50 %. The resulting errors areshown in Table 7.13.7.9 Standard Model ross-setionsThe values for the hadroni,W+W� and Z0Z0 ross-setions in the Standard Modelare subjet to a theoretial error. This therefore leads to an unertainty on the



138 Systemati errorsEnergy �Rb(Hadroni ross-setion) �Rb(WW/ZZ ross-setion)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00009 0.00002 0.00032 0.00016192 0.00009 0.00004 0.00031 0.00021196 0.00009 0.00002 0.00033 0.00016200 0.00009 0.00003 0.00036 0.00021202 0.00008 0.00004 0.00028 0.00011205 0.00009 0.00003 0.00029 0.00014207 0.00009 0.00004 0.00032 0.00021189 - 207 0.00009 0.00002 0.00032 0.00017Table 7.14: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to the hadroni and W+W�=Z0Z0theoretial ross-setions.eÆienies and bakgrounds estimated from Monte Carlo. Values for the theoret-ial errors were taken from [53℄, whih quotes the hadroni ross-setion error tobe 0.26 %, with W+W� and Z0Z0 ross-setion errors of �2 %. The systematiunertainty on Rb was evaluated by adjusting the ross-setions by their errors. Theresulting systemati errors are shown in Table 7.14.7.10 Eletromagneti alorimeter alibrationAn additional systemati error on Rb arises from unertainties in the alibrationof the eletromagneti alorimeter. Studies of the alorimeter energy sale alibra-tion [54℄ put the resulting unertainty on the event preseletion at �1.0 %. Theevent preseletion in the Monte Carlo was therefore adjusted by this amount in or-der to evaluate the unertainty on Rb, resulting in the systemati errors listed inTable 7.15.7.11 Monte Carlo statistisThe bakgrounds estimated from Monte Carlo were subjet to a statistial error dueto the �nite Monte Carlo statistis available. The resulting Monte Carlo statistialerrors on Rb are listed in Table 7.16.



7.11 Monte Carlo statistis 139
Energy �Rb (ECAL alibration)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00040 0.00003192 0.00040 0.00007196 0.00041 0.00004200 0.00041 0.00004202 0.00037 0.00008205 0.00039 0.00002207 0.00039 0.00002189 - 207 0.00040 0.00003Table 7.15: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to the ECAL energy sale alibration.

Energy �Rb (Monte Carlo statistis)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00074 0.00047192 0.00070 0.00077196 0.00072 0.00049200 0.00081 0.00053202 0.00071 0.00051205 0.00082 0.00071207 0.00073 0.00060189 - 207 0.00028 0.00020Table 7.16: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to Monte Carlo statistis.



140 Systemati errorsEnergy Luminosity Luminosity Errors (pb�1)(GeV) (pb�1) Stat. Theo. Syst. Total189 174.209 0.202 0.213 0.706 0.765192 28.931 0.083 0.035 0.113 0.145196 79.857 0.141 0.097 0.312 0.356200 86.277 0.150 0.105 0.337 0.384202 41.893 0.106 0.051 0.164 0.202205 81.644 0.149 0.100 0.337 0.382207 133.654 0.193 0.163 0.552 0.607Table 7.17: Data integrated luminosities and the statistial, theoretial and systemati errors foreah energy.Energy �Rb (Luminosity)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00022 0.00000192 0.00022 0.00001196 0.00023 0.00000200 0.00023 0.00001202 0.00020 0.00003205 0.00021 0.00001207 0.00021 0.00001189 - 207 0.00022 0.00000Table 7.18: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to the integrated luminosity.7.12 The data integrated luminosityThe total data integrated luminosities reorded for eah energy are subjet to sta-tistial, systemati and theoretial errors. These errors are shown in Table 7.17. Asthe Monte Carlo is normalised aording to the integrated luminosity, these errorsresult in a systemati unertainty on Rb. A single systemati error was evaluatedfor eah energy by adjusting the integrated luminosities by their total error. Theresulting errors are shown in Table 7.18.7.13 The hemisphere tagging orrelation oeÆ-ientThe probability of tagging both hemispheres in an event is not exatly the square ofthe probability of tagging one hemisphere as disussed in Setion 4.6.7. In order to



7.14 Total systemati errors 141Energy (GeV) �189 1.00422192 0.99727196 1.00271200 1.00355202 0.99748205 0.99760207 0.99740189 - 207 1.00031Table 7.19: The B hemisphere tagging orrelation oeÆients, �, from Monte Carlo for eahenergy.Energy �Rb (Hemi tag orrelation)(GeV) Event tag Hemi tag189 0.00081192 0.00068196 0.00086200 NA 0.00087202 0.00079205 0.00055207 0.00108189 - 207 0.00027Table 7.20: The systemati errors �Rb for eah energy due to the hemisphere tagging orrelationoeÆient. Note this error is not appliable for the event tag.aount for this the hemisphere tagging orrelation oeÆient � is estimated fromB Monte Carlo. The values found for � at eah energy are listed in Table 7.19. Asit was not lear how well the B event and hemisphere eÆienies were modelled inthe Monte Carlo, a systemati on Rb was evaluated by setting � = 1. The resultingsystemati errors for eah energy are shown in Table 7.20.7.14 Total systemati errorsAll the systemati errors were assumed to be independent. The total systemati errorfor eah energy was therefore obtained by adding all the individual systemati errorsin quadrature. All the systemati errors evaluated for eah energy and their totalsare shown in Tables 7.21 and 7.22 for the event and hemisphere tags respetively.
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Systemati

errors Systemati (Event tag) 189 192 196 200 202 205 207 189 - 207yut � 50 % 0.00366 0.00523 0.00155 0.00666 0.00853 0.00840 0.00450 0.00319QIPBTAG trak seletionp > 400 MeV 0.00297 0.00371 0.00327 0.00235 0.00580 0.00332 0.00599 0.00366D0=Z0 0.00118 0.00026 0.00026 0.00022 0.00161 0.00153 0.00097 0.00046Type 0 0.00002 0.00006 0.00002 0.00003 0.00140 0.00006 0.00004 0.00008B physisB lifetime 0.00022 0.00019 0.00019 0.00019 0.00014 0.00017 0.00013 0.00018B multipliity 0.00055 0.00051 0.00055 0.00080 0.00062 0.00048 0.00054 0.00059B� prodution 0.00003 0.00003 0.00002 0.00004 0.00001 0.00002 0.00001 0.00002B0 prodution 0.00001 0.00000 0.00001 0.00000 0.00002 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001Bs prodution 0.00005 0.00000 0.00001 0.00002 0.00003 0.00002 0.00002 0.00001Other prodution 0.00016 0.00013 0.00016 0.00018 0.00009 0.00011 0.00012 0.00014Bakground modellinguds ontent 0.00063 0.00062 0.00065 0.00068 0.00064 0.00068 0.00067 0.00065 ontent 0.00236 0.00231 0.00236 0.00235 0.00214 0.00228 0.00222 0.00230Radiative hadroni 0.00266 0.00251 0.00255 0.00265 0.00213 0.00223 0.00230 0.00247SM ross-setionsHadroni 0.00009 0.00009 0.00009 0.00009 0.00008 0.00009 0.00009 0.00009W+W�=Z0Z0 0.00032 0.00031 0.00033 0.00036 0.00028 0.00029 0.00032 0.00032ECAL alibration 0.00040 0.00040 0.00041 0.00041 0.00037 0.00039 0.00039 0.00040MC statistis 0.00074 0.00070 0.00072 0.00081 0.00071 0.00082 0.00073 0.00028Smearing parameters 0.00104 0.00063 0.00068 0.00064 0.00186 0.00126 0.00112 0.00099Luminosity 0.00022 0.00022 0.00023 0.00023 0.00020 0.00021 0.00021 0.00022Total 0.00624 0.00739 0.00523 0.00806 0.01118 0.00986 0.00838 0.00611Table 7.21: All evaluated systemati errors and their totals for eah energy with the event tag.



7.14Totalsystematierrors
143

Systemati (Hemisphere tag) 189 192 196 200 202 205 207 189 - 207yut � 50 % 0.00424 0.02212 0.00434 0.00633 0.01216 0.00840 0.00654 0.00289QIPBTAG trak seletionp > 400 MeV 0.00458 0.01774 0.00820 0.00592 0.01195 0.00705 0.00221 0.00551D0=Z0 0.00035 0.00049 0.00275 0.00052 0.00044 0.00133 0.00155 0.00049Type 0 0.00003 0.00001 0.00011 0.00005 0.00064 0.00011 0.00006 0.00004B physisB lifetime 0.00003 0.00006 0.00001 0.00001 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00001B multipliity 0.00002 0.00008 0.00003 0.00003 0.00002 0.00002 0.00004 0.00002B� prodution 0.00000 0.00003 0.00002 0.00005 0.00000 0.00004 0.00001 0.00001B0 prodution 0.00000 0.00002 0.00002 0.00000 0.00001 0.00006 0.00001 0.00002Bs prodution 0.00003 0.00006 0.00007 0.00011 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00003Other prodution 0.00005 0.00010 0.00003 0.00001 0.00002 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001Bakground modellinguds ontent 0.00008 0.00012 0.00008 0.00008 0.00007 0.00008 0.00008 0.00008 ontent 0.00202 0.00316 0.00214 0.00230 0.00216 0.00246 0.00250 0.00224Radiative hadroni 0.00128 0.00176 0.00128 0.00129 0.00122 0.00133 0.00130 0.00129SM ross-setionsHadroni 0.00002 0.00004 0.00002 0.00003 0.00004 0.00003 0.00004 0.00002W+W�=Z0Z0 0.00016 0.00021 0.00016 0.00021 0.00011 0.00014 0.00021 0.00017ECAL alibration 0.00003 0.00007 0.00004 0.00004 0.00008 0.00002 0.00002 0.00003MC statistis 0.00047 0.00077 0.00049 0.00053 0.00051 0.00071 0.00060 0.00020Smearing parameters 0.00138 0.00166 0.00112 0.00131 0.00057 0.00212 0.00218 0.00146Luminosity 0.00000 0.00001 0.00000 0.00001 0.00003 0.00001 0.00001 0.00000Hemisphere tag orrelation 0.00081 0.00068 0.00086 0.00087 0.00079 0.00055 0.00108 0.00027Total 0.00690 0.02866 0.01011 0.00923 0.01729 0.01163 0.00802 0.00692Table 7.22: All evaluated systemati errors and their totals for eah energy with the hemisphere tag.
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Chapter 8The alibrated event tag and �nalresults

8.1 IntrodutionPrevious ALEPH measurements of Rb at LEP2 have all been made with the eventtag due to low statistis. In order to be ompatible with previously published re-sults, it was desirable to use the same tag. However the hemisphere tag tehniqueis a muh more reliable method as the B seletion eÆieny is measured from data.Due to an observed disrepany between the B seletion eÆienies in dataand Monte Carlo, the hemisphere tag was used to alibrate the event tag. In thishapter the alibration of the event tag is desribed, followed by the evaluation ofthe statistial and systemati errors on the alibrated results. The �nal alibratedresults for all energies between 189 and 207 GeV are then presented.8.2 The B hemisphere seletion eÆieny at LEP2Studies at the Z0 peak showed that the B eÆieny modelling in Monte Carlo agreedto within �0.5 % of the data and one sigma of the statistial error for regions ofhigh statistis. Thus it was onluded that the B modelling in the Z0 peak MonteCarlo was suÆiently aurate to enable a reliable measurement of Rb at the Z0peak with the event tag. However a muh larger disrepany was found between the



8.3 Event tag alibration 145B hemisphere seletion eÆienies in data and Monte Carlo at LEP2.From Figure 6.2 it an be seen that for the region 2.0 < b-tag < 4.0 (in whih theoptimum ut value is found) the B eÆienies in all 189 - 207 GeV data and MonteCarlo agree to within one sigma of the statistial error. However the disrepanybetween the eÆienies is �4 %, whih is nearly an order of magnitude greater thanthe disrepany at the Z0 peak. As expeted this disrepany in the eÆienies isseen to result in disrepanies between the event and hemisphere tag values for Rb,as seen in Figure 6.4.In order to ompensate for this disrepany between the B eÆienies, the hemi-sphere tag was used to alibrate the event tag. This therefore enabled the reliabilityof the hemisphere tag to be utilised, whilst taking advantage of the higher statistialresolution a�orded by the event tag.8.3 Event tag alibrationEah event tag result is weighted by the ratio of the hemisphere and event tag resultsobtained for the whole data set. The alibration ratio C is therefore de�ned asC = (Rhb )all(Reb)all (8.1)where (Rhb )all and (Reb)all are Rb measured with the hemisphere and event tags re-spetively for all 189 - 207 GeV data. Eah event tag result is then saled by thisfator C to produe the �nal values for Rb at eah energy:(Rfb)i = (Reb)i � C (8.2)where (Rfb)i is the �nal value for Rb at energy i and (Reb)i is the event tag value atenergy i. The errors on (Rhb )all and (Reb)all result in an error on C, whih thereforeintrodues an additional soure of error on the �nal Rb values. However there is aorrelation between C and (Reb)i as the events used to measure (Reb)i are inluded inC. In order to evaluate the errors on the �nal alibrated event tag results at eah



146 The alibrated event tag and �nal resultsindividual energy point, knowledge of this orrelation is thus required.However this is not true for the �nal ombined result. If the event tag result forall data ombined is saled by the alibration fator:(Rfb)all = (Reb)all � C = (Reb)all � (Rhb )all(Reb)all = (Rhb )all (8.3)so that by de�nition the alibrated event tag value of Rb for all data ombined isgiven by the value of Rb measured with the hemisphere tag for all data ombined.Additionally, as proved in Appendix B, the errors (both statistial and systemati)on the alibrated event tag value of Rb for all data ombined should also be thesame as those for the ombined hemisphere tag value:�fall = �hall (8.4)where �fall is the error on the alibrated event tag result for all data ombined and�hall is the error on the hemisphere tag result for all data ombined. The �nal resultfor the ombined data is therefore given by the result obtained with the hemispheretag for the ombined data, and thus no knowledge of the orrelation is required1.However for the individual energy points the orrelation between C and (Reb)imust be evaluated. Determining this orrelation is not trivial, and thus an alterna-tive approah was implemented.8.4 The weighted meanThe results presented in Chapter 6 for all 189 - 207 GeV data were evaluated bysumming the seleted events or hemispheres at eah energy point, as desribed inSetion 6.2. However an alternative de�nition for the ombined value of Rb is givenby the weighted mean of the individual results at eah energy. The weighted meanvalue for eah tag is given by:(Reb)mean = i=7Xi=1 �i � (Reb)i ; �Rhb �mean = i=7Xi=1 �i � �Rhb �i (8.5)1As shown in Appendix B, the �nal alibrated errors for the ombined data are equal to thoseobtained with the hemisphere tag beause the orrelations anel.



8.4 The weighted mean 147Tag Combined Rb Mean RbEvent 0.14236 � 0.00564 0.14217 � 0.00563Hemisphere 0.15138 � 0.01200 0.15056 � 0.01195Table 8.1: The weighted mean and original ombined values of Rb plus their statistial errorsmeasured with the event and hemisphere tags.where the ontributions of eah individual result for the event tag, �i, and for thehemisphere tag, �i, are inversely proportional to the square of their statistial errors:�i =  �2xi i=7Xi=1 1�2xi!�1 ; �i =  �2yi i=7Xi=1 1�2yi!�1 (8.6)where �xi and �yi are the statistial errors at energy i on the event and hemispheretag results respetively. Similarly to Equation 8.5, the statistial errors on theweighted mean values are given by(�x)mean = i=7Xi=1 �i � �xi ; (�y)mean = i=7Xi=1 �i � �yi : (8.7)This method for evaluating a ombined result should yield very similar values tothose obtained with the original method of summing the seleted events or hemi-spheres at eah energy, and then evaluating Rb. The weighted mean values, theoriginal ombined values and their statistial errors for both tags are shown in Ta-ble 8.1, where it an be seen that the results for the two methods are indeed verysimilar.The motivation for using the weighted mean is that this de�nition for the om-bined Rb value allows the evaluation of the statistial errors on the �nal alibratedvalues without having to evaluate a orrelation between C and (Reb)i. The alibrationfator C is now rede�ned as C = (Rhb )mean(Reb)mean (8.8)whih results in a value of C = 1:05901. This de�nition of C is then used to evaluatethe statistial errors on the alibrated results as follows.



148 The alibrated event tag and �nal results8.5 Evaluation of the statistial errorsLetting (Reb)i = xi, �Rhb �i = yi and �Rfb�i = Ri in order to simplify the notation, thenfrom Equations 8.2 and 8.8 the �nal value for Rb at energy i is given byRi = xi � (�1y1 + :::+ �7y1)(�1x1 + :::+ �7x7) (8.9)so that Rb is simply a funtion of all the individual energy measurements made withboth tags: Ri = Ri (x1; ::; x7; y1; ::; y7) : (8.10)The error on Ri an then be alulated from standard error propagation. The onlyorrelations present are those between the two values of Rb measured with eah tagat the same energy, as these results are based on the same data. Results at di�erentenergies are statistially ompletely independent of eah other as they are alulatedfrom separate data. Thus the statistial error on Ri is given by�2Ri = i=7Xi=1 "��Ri�xi �2 �2xi + ��Ri�yi �2 �2yi + 2�xiyi ��Ri�xi ���Ri�yi � �yi�yi# (8.11)where �xiyi is the orrelation at energy i between the measurements of Rb with eahtag. Evaluating the statistial errors in this way therefore does not require a knowl-edge of the orrelation between C and (Reb)i, but only requires knowledge of theorrelation between the event and hemisphere tag results at eah energy. Howeverfor this to be a valid method of alulating the statistial errors on the �nal al-ibrated values, the weighted mean values of Rb must yield very similar values tothe original method of summing the seleted events or hemispheres at eah energy.From Table 8.1 this was seen to be the ase. However, for onsisteny, the originalde�nition for the ombined values of Rb was disarded, and the ombined value re-de�ned as the weighted mean value.All the quantities in Equation 8.11 are therefore known, with the exeption of theorrelations between the event and hemisphere tag measurements at eah energy.Assuming this orrelation is the same for eah energy, it is expeted from Equa-tion 8.9 that the �rst term on the right hand side, xi, will suppress the orrelations



8.6 Hemisphere and event tag orrelation 149between eah of the xi, yi pairs in the seond term as, by de�nition:i=7Xi=1 �i = 1 ; i=7Xi=1 �i = 1 : (8.12)The orrelation between the event and hemisphere tag results was estimated fromdata, and is desribed in the following setion.8.6 Hemisphere and event tag orrelationThe orrelation between Rb measured with the event and hemisphere tags was as-sumed to be the same for eah energy. Thus the orrelation was alulated from thetwo sets of results obtained with eah tag. The orrelation � between two data setsx and y is de�ned as � = ov(x; y)�x�y = x:y � x:y�x�y (8.13)where �x (�y) is the standard deviation on x (y), de�ned as:�x = px2 � x2 (8.14)whih results in a orrelation oeÆient of � = 0:48 for the two sets of Rb results.The two sets of results obtained with the event and hemisphere tags are thereforereasonably well positively orrelated. A satter plot of the results is shown in Fig-ure 8.1. Having found the orrelation oeÆient the �nal statistial errors may thenbe alulated aording to Equation 8.11.The statistial errors on the �nal alibrated values for Rb were evaluated at eahenergy and for the weighted mean value with several di�erent values for the orre-lation oeÆient. The results for all energies are shown in Table 8.2 for orrelationoeÆients of 0, 0.48 and 1. As expeted the results have little dependene on thevalue of the orrelation oeÆient. Additionally the result for the weighted meanvalue is ompletely independent of the orrelation. This was also expeted as byde�nition the statistial error on the �nal alibrated value for Rb is given by the sta-tistial error on the weighted mean hemisphere tag result, whatever the orrelationbetween the event and hemisphere tag results. The statistial errors obtained witha orrelation oeÆient of 0.48 were then taken as the �nal statistial errors.
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Figure 8.1: Satter plot of Rb measured with an event tag versus a hemisphere tag for all 189 -207 GeV energies. The ombined data point is also shown; however this was not inluded in thealulation of the orrelation between the two sets of results and the best �t line shown.
Energy �Rb (Statistial error)(GeV) � = 0 � = 0:48 � = 1189 0.01560 0.01571 0.01583192 0.02752 0.02708 0.02660196 0.01921 0.01938 0.01957200 0.02119 0.02089 0.02057202 0.02353 0.02397 0.02444205 0.01888 0.01898 0.01909207 0.01680 0.01655 0.01628189 - 207 0.01195 0.01195 0.01195Table 8.2: The statistial errors on the �nal alibrated event tag measurements for three di�erentorrelations between the event and hemisphere tag results.



8.7 Evaluation of the systemati errors 1518.7 Evaluation of the systemati errorsAlthough the evaluation of some of the systemati errors depends on the avail-able statistis, there is no reason why any of the systemati unertainties shouldvary signi�antly between eah energy point at whih Rb has been measured. Thevalue of eah of the systemati errors evaluated for the whole 189 - 207 GeV data settherefore represents the best estimation of eah systemati unertainty for both tags.The systemati errors were assumed to be independent of energy, so that the fra-tional systemati errors at eah energy point are equal to the frational systematierrors for the ombined data set:�fi�Rfb�i = �fall�Rfb�all = �hall�Rhb �all (8.15)so that �fi = �Rfb�i � �hall�Rhb �all (8.16)where �fi is the systemati error at energy i on the alibrated event tag value of Rb.The systemati errors on the hemisphere tag weighted mean result were taken tobe those evaluated with the original summed data sample. Equation 8.16 thereforebeomes: �fi = �Rfb�i � �hall�Rhb �mean (8.17)whih was used to alulate values for all the systemati errors onsidered in Chap-ter 7 for eah alibrated event tag result. The �nal systemati errors on the ali-brated event tag results are listed in Table 8.3.8.8 Final results for Rb at 189 - 207 GeVThe �nal values for Rb were obtained by weighting the event tag results by the ali-bration fator C as desribed in Setion 8.3. The ombined Rb values for the whole189 - 207 GeV data set were taken to be the weighted mean values. The statistialand systemati errors were evaluated as desribed in Setions 8.5 and 8.7.
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Thealibr

atedevent
tagand�n

alresults Systemati (Hemisphere tag) 189 192 196 200 202 205 207 189 - 207yut � 50 % 0.00305 0.00277 0.00285 0.00332 0.00246 0.00260 0.00280 0.00289QIPBTAG trak seletionp > 400 MeV 0.00582 0.00527 0.00543 0.00632 0.00469 0.00495 0.00534 0.00551D0=Z0 0.00052 0.00047 0.00048 0.00056 0.00042 0.00044 0.00047 0.00049Type 0 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004 0.00005 0.00003 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004B physisB lifetime 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001B multipliity 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002B� prodution 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001B0 prodution 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002Bs prodution 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003Other prodution 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001Bakground modellinguds ontent 0.00236 0.00214 0.00221 0.00257 0.00191 0.00201 0.00217 0.00224 ontent 0.00008 0.00008 0.00008 0.00009 0.00007 0.00007 0.00008 0.00008Radiative hadroni 0.00136 0.00123 0.00127 0.00148 0.00110 0.00116 0.00125 0.00129SM ross-setionsHadroni 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002W+W�=Z0Z0 0.00018 0.00016 0.00017 0.00020 0.00014 0.00015 0.00016 0.00017ECAL alibration 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003MC statistis 0.00021 0.00019 0.00020 0.00023 0.00017 0.00018 0.00019 0.00020Smearing parameters 0.00154 0.00140 0.00144 0.00167 0.00124 0.00131 0.00142 0.00146Luminosity 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000Hemisphere tag orrelation 0.00029 0.00026 0.00027 0.00031 0.00023 0.00024 0.00026 0.00027Total 0.00731 0.00663 0.00682 0.00794 0.00589 0.00622 0.00671 0.00692Table 8.3: All evaluated systemati errors and their totals for eah energy with the alibrated event tag.



8.8 Final results for Rb at 189 - 207 GeV 153The �nal alibrated results for Rb and their statistial, systemati and total er-rors are shown in Table 8.4. The �nal values as a funtion of energy, together withpreviously published ALEPH results, are shown in Figure 8.2.The �nal values for Rb at eah energy point between 189 and 207 GeV aretherefore presented as:Rb at 188.6 GeV = 0.159 � 0.016 (stat) � 0.007 (syst)Rb at 191.6 GeV = 0.144 � 0.027 (stat) � 0.007 (syst)Rb at 195.5 GeV = 0.148 � 0.019 (stat) � 0.007 (syst)Rb at 199.5 GeV = 0.173 � 0.021 (stat) � 0.008 (syst)Rb at 201.6 GeV = 0.128 � 0.024 (stat) � 0.006 (syst)Rb at 204.9 GeV = 0.135 � 0.019 (stat) � 0.006 (syst)Rb at 206.5 GeV = 0.146 � 0.017 (stat) � 0.007 (syst)The mean weighted energy was alulated aording to the total integrated lumi-nosities used at eah energy in this analysis, so that the �nal value for all 189 -207 GeV data is:Rb at 197.9 GeV = 0.151 � 0.012 (stat) � 0.007 (syst)The dominant error in these measurements of Rb is the statistial error. The indi-vidual systemati errors for eah energy are shown in Table 8.3.With the exeption of 201.6 and 204.9 GeV all these results are all within onesigma of the Standard Model predition, as shown in Figure 8.2. However the resultsfor 201.6 and 204.9 GeV are well within 1.5 sigma of the Standard Model predition.Additionally the result for all data ombined is within 1.05 sigma of the StandardModel predition. Thus it an be onluded that these results are in agreement withthe theoretial preditions and are therefore not indiative of new physis.
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Energy Calibrated event tag results(GeV) Rb �stat �syst �total189 0.15894 0.01571 0.00731 0.01733192 0.14412 0.02708 0.00663 0.02788196 0.14827 0.01938 0.00682 0.02055200 0.17271 0.02089 0.00794 0.02235202 0.12820 0.02397 0.00589 0.02468205 0.13524 0.01898 0.00622 0.01997207 0.14594 0.01655 0.00671 0.01786189 - 207 0.15056 0.01195 0.00692 0.01381Table 8.4: The alibrated event tag results for eah LEP2 energy point between 189 and 207 GeVand all data ombined. The statistial, systemati and total errors are also shown.

Figure 8.2: Rb at eah energy and all data ombined (189 - 207 GeV) measured with the alibratedevent tag, plus the results previously published by ALEPH [3℄. The Standard Model preditionfor Rb as a funtion of energy is also shown.
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Chapter 9Conlusion

In this thesis the latest ALEPH measurements of the branhing ratio Rb have beenpresented. Individual values of Rb were evaluated at eah LEP2 energy point be-tween 189 and 207 GeV. An improved analysis tehnique was employed, in whih thehemisphere tag was used to alibrate the event tag, inreasing the reliability of themeasurements. Combining all the available statistis allowed the most statistiallyaurate LEP2 measurement of Rb with the ALEPH detetor to be evaluated. The�nal ombined result is:Rb at 197.9 GeV = 0.151 � 0.012 (stat) � 0.007 (syst)whih is within 1.05 sigma of the Standard Model predition and therefore not in-diative of new physis. As with earlier Rb measurements, this result may be usedto further onstrain the energy sales of new physis suh as four-fermion ontatinterations and supersymmetry. This result may also be ombined with measure-ments from the other LEP experiments and thus ontribute to a new world averagevalue of Rb.A omprehensive set of possible soures of systemati unertainty was investi-gated. However, even with the ombined statistis, the statistial error is dominantand therefore largely responsible for limiting the preision of the measurement. Thisis in ontrast to the LEP1 measurements in whih the systemati error dominated.As the LEP aelerator and ALEPH detetor have now been dismantled to makeway for the LHC, no more data will be olleted and the measurement presentedhere therefore represents the �nal ALEPH measurement of Rb.



156 Conlusion9.1 Future OutlookFuture measurements of Rb now rely on new aelerators. The LHC is sheduledto be online in 2007. However this is a proton-proton ollider, with an emphasis ondiret searhes for new physis. The majority of interations will be mediated bygluon-gluon fusion, so although Z0= ! bb deays will our, they will be swampedby diret bb prodution. It is unlikely therefore that measurements of Rb will befeasible at the LHC.The next real opportunity for measurements are likely to be at the proposedLiner Collider [55℄. This will be a 500 to 1000 GeV e+e� ollider and will thereforeonsiderably extend the reah for physis beyond the Standard Model. New highenergy measurements of Rb will be possible, thus allowing even higher energies to beprobed for new physis. However this mahine will not be operational for at least adeade, and so it will be some time before new measurements of Rb will be available.
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Appendix ACalulation of Rb using ahemisphere tag

The fration of single hemispheres tagged in data is de�ned asfs = NselN (A.1)where N is the number of preseleted hemispheres in data and Nsel is the numberof seleted hemispheres from the preseletion for a given ut on the negative loga-rithm of the hemisphere probability. Taking into aount the hadroni ontent andbakground, the number of seleted hemispheres is given by:Nsel = Nb�b +N� +Nuds�uds +Nw�w +Nz�z +Nq rad�q rad (A.2)where Nb is the number of hemispheres in the B preseletion, �b is the B seletioneÆieny, and similarly for the other hadroni,W+W�, Z0Z0 and radiative hadroniontributions. Assuming the preseletion eÆieny for eah of the hadroni avoursis the same, the branhing ratio for a avour f is de�ned asRf = NfNq (A.3)where Nq is the total non-radiative hadroni preseletion and Nf is the non-radiativepreseletion for hadroni avour f . Dividing fs through by Nq therefore givesfsNq = Rb�b +R� +Ruds�udsN + Nw�w +Nz�z +Nq rad�q radNqN (A.4)



158 A Calulation of Rb using a hemisphere tagBelow the threshold for top prodution, Ruds is de�ned asRuds = (1� Rb �R) (A.5)so that the fration of single hemispheres tagged is given byfs = Rb�b +R� + (1� Rb �R) �uds(N=Nq) + Nw�w +Nz�z +Nq rad�q radN (A.6)The fration of events with both hemispheres tagged in data is de�ned asfd = N eselN e (A.7)where N e is the number of preseleted events in data and N esel is the number ofseleted events from the preseletion with both hemispheres tagged. As the eÆienyfor tagging both hemispheres in an event is simply the square of the eÆieny fortagging one hemisphere, the number of seleted events for a given ut on the b-tagis de�ned asN esel = N eb�2b +N e �2 +N euds�2uds +N ew�2w +N ez �2z +N eq rad�2q rad (A.8)Dividing N esel by N eq and proeeding as before, the fration of events with bothhemispheres tagged is given byfd = Rb�2b (1 + �b) +R�2 + (1�Rb � R) �2uds�N e=N eq� + N ew�2w +N ez �2z +N eq rad�2q radN e (A.9)where the B hemisphere tagging orrelation orretion fator �b is de�ned as:�b = �db � �2b�2b (A.10)where �b is the B hemisphere tagging eÆieny and �db is the eÆieny for taggingboth hemispheres in a B event, both of whih are estimated from the Monte Carlo.The expressions for fs and fd an then be solved simultaneously for Rb and �b.Rearranging Equation A.6 for Rb gives:Rb = ��fs � Nw�w +Nz�z +Nq rad�q radN �� NNq��R� � �uds +R�uds� (�b � �uds)�1(A.11)



A Calulation of Rb using a hemisphere tag 159Rearranging Equation A.9 for Rb gives:Rb = ��fd � N ew�2w +N ez �2z +N eq rad�2q radN e ��N eN eq�� R�2 � �2uds +R�2uds� ��2b (1 + �)� �2uds��1(A.12)Setting Equations A.11 and A.12 equal and solving for �b leads to:�b = �B � (B2 � 4AC)122A (A.13)whereA = ��fs � Nw�w +Nz�z +Nq rad�q radN �� NNq�� R� � �uds +R�uds� (1 + �)(A.14)B = �fd � N ew�2w +N ez �2z +N eq rad�2q radN e ��N eN eq�� R�2 � �2uds +R�2uds (A.15)C = �uds�B � A�uds1 + �� (A.16)The value for �b from Equation A.13 an then be substituted into Equation A.11 orEquation A.12 for Rb.
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Appendix BEquality of errors

The �nal result for Rb at eah energy i is de�ned as:(Rfb)i = (Reb)i � C = (Reb)i � (Rhb )all(Reb)all (B.1)where (Reb)i is Rb measured with the event tag at energy i, and (Rhb )all, (Reb)all are Rbmeasured with the hemisphere and event tags respetively for all data 189 - 207 GeV.If (Reb)i = (Reb)all then by de�nition the value for (Rhb )all is reovered. However theerror on (Rhb )all should also be reovered, whih an be proved as follows.If Equation B.1 is rewritten as: R = R1R2R3 (B.2)then �2R = � �R�R1�2 �2R1 + � �R�R2�2 �2R2 + � �R�R3�2 �2R3+ 2�R1R2 � �R�R1�� �R�R2� �R1�R2+ 2�R1R3 � �R�R1�� �R�R3� �R1�R3+ 2�R2R3 � �R�R2�� �R�R3� �R2�R3 (B.3)



B Equality of errors 161so that evaluating the partial di�erentials:��RR �2 = ��R1R1 �2 + ��R2R2 �2 + ��R3R3 �2
+ 2�R1R2 ��R1R1 ���R2R2 �� 2�R1R3 ��R1R1 ���R3R3 �� 2�R2R3 ��R2R2 ���R3R3 � (B.4)For the ase where (Reb)i = (Reb)all then from omparing Equations B.1 and B.2:R1 = R3 (B.5)so that �R1 = �R3 , �R1R2 = �R2R3 , �R1R3 = 1 and R = R2. Substituting theseequalities into Equation B.4 leads to:��RR �2 = ��R1R1 �2 + ��R2R2 �2 + ��R1R1 �2
+ 2�R1R2 ��R1R1 ���R2R2 �� 2��R1R1 ���R1R1 �� 2�R2R1 ��R2R2 ���R1R1 � (B.6)whih redues to: ��RR �2 = ��R2R2 �2 (B.7)With R = R2 then �R = �R2 . Therefore saling the event tag result for all data om-bined should result not only in the same value as Rb measured with the hemispheretag for all data ombined but, as expeted, the same error as well.
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